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Abstract
Treatment of radioactive waste streams is receiving considerable attention in 

most countries. The present work is for the radioactive wastewater stream 

management, by volume reduction by a mutual heating and humidification of a 

compressed dry air introduced through the wastewater. In the present work, a 

mathematical model describing the volume reduction at the optimum operating 

condition is determined. A set of coupled first order differential equations, 

obtainedthrough the mass and energy conservations laws, are used to obtain 

the humidity ratio, water diffused to the air stream, water temperature, and 

humid air stream temperature distributions through the bubbling column. These 

coupled differential equations are simultaneously solved numerically by the 

developed computer program using fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The 

results obtained, according to the present mathematical model, revealed that the 

air bubble state variables such as mass transfer coefftcient (KG) and interfacial 

area (a) have a strong effect on the process. Therefore, the behavior ofthe air 

bubble state variables with column height can be predicted and optimized. 

Moreover, the design curves of the volumetric reduction of the wastewater 

streams are obtained and assessed at the different operating conditions. An 

experimental setup was constructed to verify the suggested model. 

Comprehensive comparison between suggested model results, recent 

experimental measurements and the results of previous works was carried out. 

A good agreement between experimental and theoretical model is noticedat 

different operating condition. A semi-empirical correlation is obtained together 

with design curve of bubbling column process by modifying Cho and Wakao 

equation by introducing the column height to diameter and the liquid to air 

temperature ratios, to fulfill the experimental results and to obtain KGa, 

required in the conservation equation as follows:

K g a = 1188.51 UG.7- D,
HC
DC

-0.4-11 \ 22033

v i y

ق
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C H A P T E R  (1) 

IN T R O D U C T IO N

l.IG eneral:

Radioactive materias that cannot he used any longer are called 

radioactive waste or radwaste. Radioactive waste is generally classified on the 

hasis ofthe level of radiation and the type of radiation it emits, as well as, the 

length of time over which it will continue to emit radiation (Me Ginnes, 2007). 
The purpose ofthis classification is to ensure that radioactive waste is handled, 

stored and disposed off in ways that are appropriate to its characteristics. The 

quantities of radiation emitted hy radioactive materials is descrihed as low, 

intermediate or high and the length of time over which radiation is emitted is 

descrihed as short-lived or long- lived. Short-lived radioactive materials have a 

half- life of less than 30 years. !or example radioactive materials that are short

lived lose half their radiation or energy in less than 30 years. Some radioactive 

materials have half-lives of days or less, while some long-lived radioactive 

materials have much longer half-lives. International Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA) classification of radioactive waste is set out in Table 1.1 (Merz, 1996).

The management ofthe radioactive wastes has hecome a major concern 

particularly with regard to the release of radioactive material to the 

environment and possihle risk of contamination. The development of rational 

and acceptahle options for radioactive waste disposal requires a clear 

understanding of radiators protection ohjectives and their application in 

planning, regulation, and licensing. Considerahle progress has heen made over 

the past three decades within many countries utilizing nuclear reactors to 

develop strategies for management of nuclear wastes. All wastes should he 

managed in such a way that high standards of conditioning are maintained and 

that potential hazards originating from their disposal are reduced to levels that 

are reasonahly low, well helow admissihle level (Merz, 1996).



Table (1.1): IAEA radioactive waste classification (Merz, 1996)

+aste t ,-e Definition

Low level waste

Contains enough radioactive material to require action 

for the protection of people, hut not so much that it 

requires shielding during handling, storage or 

transportation.

Shortlived

Intermediate

Waste which requires shielding, hut needs little or no 

provision for heat dissipation, and contains low 

concentrations of long-lived radionuclides (Less than 

4000 heqcquerel/per gram of alpha emitters). Generally 

radionuclide half-life of less than 30 years.

Lon^ived 

Intermediate level

waste

Waste that requires shielding, hut needs little or no 

provision for heat. Intermediate dissipation. 

Radionuclide in this group generally has half-life of 

more than 30 years.

High level waste

Waste, which contains large concentration of hoth short 

and long-lived radionuclides, and is sufftciently 

radioactive to require hoth shielding and cooling. It 

generates more than two kilowatts of heat (ahout the 

same power as an electric kettle) per cuhic meter.



1.2 Commereially Available Treatment Teehnologies for 

Radioaetive + a ste )a ter

At present, the research development work for the treatment ofthe low 

and intermediate level of radioactive wastes is concentrated on saving energy 

and rising efficiency. Many commercially availahle treatment technologies 

such as evaporation, electro dialysis, reverse osmosis, ion-exchange, 

precipitation, and drying and carhon adsorption have heen widely used in the 

treatment ©f the hquid wastes (Xiand and Mingsheng, 1990).

1.2.1 Evaporation

Evaporation is the physical conversion of a material from a liquid to a 

gaseous state. Evaporation is commonly used in industrial operations and 

hazardous waste treatment (Sonntag et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2001). Usually 

evaporation is used to remove some or most of a solvent from a mixture of 

dissolved solutes and suspended solids. The solution to he treated may he either 

a liquid or a slurry mixture and may contain low to high levels of dissolved 

materials and suspended solids. During the evaporation process, the 

concentration of some solutes may exceed their soluhility limit. Crystallization 

of these solutes will occur in the saturated mixture, resulting in increased 

suspended solids. Drying is the complete removal ofthe solvent to form a solid 

material from the liquid stream.

The evaporation process is widely used in the nuclear industry to reduce 

the volume of liquid radioactive waste and achieve good decontamination of 

the evaporated water stream. Most hazardous and radioactive contamination 

resides in the concentrated stream. The concentrated output stream is easier to 

dispose of than the untreated waste stream, aàt is lower in volume.

Many different evaporators have heen designed for different feed 

streams and evaporator functions to ohtain the desired evaporation and 

minimize prohlems inherent to evaporation processes.

3



The evaporative techniques include:

• Suhmerged comhustion evaporator technology that was modifted for 

treatment of low radio-active liquid wastes (Peters, 1991)

• Thermal evaporator where the water vapor from the evaporation process 

is condensed, Altered, and can he pumped through an ion exchange hed 

hefore transfer to retention hasin. Meanwhile the non condensahle 

portion of the vapor is filtered (Johnson, 1998) and continuously 

monitored hefore venting to the atmosphere (Jenson, 1998)

• Infrared heated method, which is ideal for concentration of small 

amounts and low or medium radioactive liquid wastes (Xueming et al., 
1997.

• Solar evaporation (Keqiang and Changgi, 1997; Heine, 1998), the

simplest of all evaporation systems and can he effective and 

inexpensive. Water is evaporated from sludges and other mixtures in 

surface ponds without artiftcial heat input. The ponds are usually lined 

to limit leaching of contaminants into the underlying soil or 

groundwater. Capital investment and operating expenses are low. 

Nonhomogeneous or difficult to treat streams may he processed using 

sol؛r evaporation. Several disadvantages include dependence on climatic 

conditions, large land requirements, attractiveness to waterfowl, and 

dependence on the integrity ofthe liner.

Many variations of mechanical evaporator designs are availahle. The most 

common designs used for radioactive liquid wastes include:

• ?ot, kettle, or pan evaporators.

• Natural circulation systems.

• Forced circulation systems.

Other designs that have also heen used less frequently for radioactive liquid 

waste treatment include vapor compression evaporators, wiped-film 

evaporators, evaporators/crystallizers, non-hoiling evaporators, and suhmerged 

comhustion evaporators. Suhmerged comhustion evaporators (Peters, 1991)

4



make use of comhustion gases huhhling through the liquid as a means of heat 

transfer, rather than using heat transfer surfaces.

1.2.2 Ion-exehange

The ion-exchange (Herbst et al., 2000) process consists of a reversihle 

interchange of ions of the same sign hetween a solution containing dissolved 

solids and a solid phase ion-exchange media (resins or zeolites). Hence, ion- 

exchange differs from other systems of waste treatment as it is a process for 

suhstituting other ions for certain ions in the waste stream (Pyung-Gook et al., 
1988)

Io؛£xchange media are relatively insoluh le granular materials that have 

acid or hasic radicals exposed on parts of their surface. These radicals can he 

exchanged for ions of the same positive or negative sign in the solution in 

contact with the granular materials. This exchange is done without any physical 

change in the granular material other than a possihle increase in volume. The 

same numher of ions will he removed from the ion-exchange media as are 

removed from the solution and added to the ion-exchange media. Therefore, the 

capacity ofthe media to exchange charged radicals is hased on the numher of 

ion radicals availahle on the exposed granular surface.

Basic equipment requirements for this process are columns with liquid 

distrihution internals and pumps. A nonregenerated system will require a 

sluicing system or another method for removal of the resin. Regenerated 

systems require tanks for the regenerate and other support systems for volume 

reduction ofthe liquid waste such as incineration.

The mixed-hed demineralizer is usedfor treating r adioactive waste. A 

welldesigned ion -exchange system that reduces the level of radionuclides (in 

the ionic form) hy factors of 0ل to 00ل. Ion-exchangers used in the nuclear 

industry reduce hoth corrosion and neutron-induced activities. Operating 

temperatures are maintained helow 140°F (600C). The hed contains stationary 

anion and cation resins, with particle sizes ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 mm, and 

dimensions ranging from 2 to 8 ft (0.6 to ,.4  m) in diameter, 3 to 6 ft (0.? to 1.8

:



m) in depth, and volumes of ,00 to 1350 gallons (0.8 to 5.1 m3) of resin. Anion 

and cation reactions occur simultaneously. The H+ and OH' ions removed from 

the resin react with each other to form water, and an equivalent amount of 
radioactive is removed from the electrolyte thus reducingits concentration.

Io؛£xchange rarely represents an option for the ultimate disposal of 

hazardous wastes since the process generates chemical wastes, and discarded 

io؛£xchange media wastes that usually require further treatment. Its role is 

usually to reduce the magnitude of a waste hy converting a hazardous waste 

into a form that can he reused, reducing the residual waste stream hearing the 

toxic suhstance for disposal.

• Advantages
(1) ?rocess is ahle to achieve higher purity for treated water than other, 

(,) can often remove unwanted ions preferentially, (3) numerous manufacturers 
of ion-exchange equipment, which keeps costs competitive, (4) processes and 

equipment have heen tested over many years, (5) manual and completely 

automatic units are availahle, (6) temperature effects from 3 , to ?5°F (0 to 

35°C) are negligihle, and (7) the process can easily treat hoth large and small 

quantities.

• Disadvantages
(1) Chemicals for regeneration may he expensive, corrosive, or 

dangerous, (,) large quantities of chemical waste are produced if excess 
regenerate is required, (3) there are limitations on the concentrations that can he 

treated, (4) down time is required for regeneration (semi hatch), (5) resins are 

not completely specific to a particular suhstance, (6) resins are prone to fouling 

hy some organic suhstances, (7) hiological growth can contaminate the hed, (8) 
insoluhle particulates, colloids, and high silica content cause plugging 

(suspended solids should he kept helow 50 mg/L), and (?) automated plants 
require expert maintenance, and nonautomated plants require knowledgeahle 
operation and frequent attention.
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1.2.3 Reverse osmosis

When a semi permeahle memhrane separates two concentrated solutions 

of different concentrations, pure solvent (usually water) will flow through the 

memhrane from the lower concentrated solution until a mechanical equilihrium 

is reached in (Shatalov et al., 2001; Antoneseu, 1997). The pressure at which 

equilihrium is estahlished is known as the osmotic pressure. In reverse osmosis 

(Shekhar et al., 1994), pressure greater than the osmotic pressure (300 to 150 0 

psig) is applied to the concentrated solution to cause the solvent to ^ow from 

the concentrated side of a semi permeahle memhrane to the diluted side. The 

high pressure counteracts the osmotic pressure ofthe dissolved waste and acts 

as a driving force to concentrate the solution. The clean solution (the permeate) 

passes through the memhrane leaving a concentrated waste stream (the 

concentrate), which must he further treated or disposed. In most cases, when 

the solids concentration reaches ahout 5 to 10 wt%, osmotic pressure hecomes 

too high to continue the treatment. Reverse osmosis removes ? 0 to ?5% of total 

dissolved inorganic solids, ?5 to ?7% of most dissolved organic^

?retreatment of waste streams (feed) should he accomplished prior to 

reverse osmosis systems hecause these systems are susceptihle to chemical 

attack, fouling, and plugging; all of which interfere with effective water 

treatment. The most important factor that affects a reverse osmosis system 

performance is memhrane fouling.

The hasic components of a reverse osmosis unit are memhrane elements, 

a memhrane support structure, a containing vessel, feed and collection tanks, a 

higlpressure pump, and instrume ntation. A system to periodically clean the 

memhranes will also he required and consists of a cleaning solution tank, 

pump, and receiving tank for the cleaning waste stream.

• Advantages
(1) Capital and operating costs are also relatively low, (2) reverse 

osmosis equipment does not require a large amount of space, and (3) reverse 

osmosis is a straight forward mechanical process, (4) it requires a high degree 

of operator skill.
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• Disadvantages
General disadvantages of reverse osmosis include: (1) the memhrane 

systems require a liquid that has a low-level of particulate contamination, since, 

in most types of systems, the particulates will reduce the efficiency, (,) many 

memhranes are susceptihle to chemical attack hy materials dissolved in the 

water being treated, and (3) need intensive chemical pretreatment.

1.2.4 Precipitation

?recipitation (Garcia, 1996) is a process where all or some of a suhstance 

dissolved in a liquid is removed from a waste stream hy chemical co
precipitation or hy adsorption to form small particles containing the suhstance 

suspended in the liquid. Chemical co-precipitation is a process where either a 

soluhle suhstance is converted into an insoluhle form hy a chemical reaction or 

hy changes in the composition of the solvent to diminish the soluhility of the 

dissolved suhstance. Adsorption takes place when small amounts of precipitate 

are added that have an afftnity for the dissolved species to he removed. 

Cyanides need to he removed prior to precipitation hecause cyanide complexes 
are formed that keep the metals in the solution. The precipitated solids are 
typically removed hy coagulation, flocculation followed hy sedimentation, 
ftltration or centrifugation. Flocculation agents are typically added to cause 

small, unsettlahle particles suspended in a liquid medium to agglomerate into 

larger, more settlahle particles, thus increasing sedimentation efficiency. Only 

radioactivity associated with the small, suspended particles is removed from the 

liquid waste hy flocculation.
Sedimentation is the physical process in which particles suspended in a 

liquid settle out through the action of gravity. Sedimentation is used to treat a 

variety of aqueous radioactive wastes hy removing existing settlahle particles.
Although ^occulation, precipitation, and sedimentation are individual 

process steps, they are interrelated and are often comhined into a single overall 
treatment process. This process can he operated in a hatch or continuous mode.
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For hatch systems, a feed system, pumps, and reaction tank for mixing and 

settling are required.

• Advantages
The advantages of precipitation include: (1) process is applicahle to 

wastewaters containing a wide range of dissolved metals, as well as other 

inorganic suhstances, (2) process is applicahle to mixed waste for separating 

radionuclides from other hazardous constituents in wastewaters, and (3) 

specific conditions of pH, temperature, and precipitating reagent addition will 

allow selective removal of part or essentially all ofthe radioactive component 

as a precipitate.

• Disadvantages
The disadvantages of precipitation include (1) precipitation/^occulation 

/ sedimentation is generally limited to dilute solutions, (2) the precipitate, or 

agglomerate, must he separated from the liquid, (3) sedimentation can he slow, 

andthe clarified liquid must generally he treated hy filtration to remove 

unsettled precipitate, and (4) continuous sedimentation equipment involves 

more maintenance than simple sedimentation in the precipitation process tank. 

Filters may also he needed if the precipitant is amenahle to filtration. 

Continuous operations are also available, but the equipment is more complex.

1.2.5 Drying (thermal)

Drying (Coppa et al., 1999; Volarie and Zorko, 1998) can he

accomplished hy either passive or active systems. ?assive systems, such as 

drying heds or ponds, function hy spreading the sludge over a relatively large 

area and removing water hy drainage through a porous support layer helow the 

sludge and surface evaporation.

Variations from the hasic concept include decanting liquid from the top 

to hasten evaporation from the solids or placing a cover over the hed to prevent 

intrusion of rain. These heds are typically allowed to sit until the sludge hegins 

to cake and crack. The cake, containing as much as 40% solids, is then 

removed for further treatment or disposal. Active systems, such as evaporators,
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crystallizers, rotary dryers and spray dryers, operate hy applying a heat source 
to remove water.

The unitoperation i^ypically used as a part of an i ntegrated treatment system.

• Advantages
(1) Low capital cost, (,) low energy consumption, (3) relatively 

insensitive to sludge variahility, (4) higher solids content in cake than 

mechanical methods, and (5) requires little or no operator attention. Active 

systems have the following advantages: (1) high-level of system control, and 
(,) system can he engineered to hasten processing for a particular waste.

• Disadvantages
(1) Larger land requirement than mechanical methods, (,) climatic changes 
must he considered in design, (3) cake removal is usually lahor intensive, (4) 

possihle seepage heyond pond, (5) may he unsightly or odors could permeate to 

surrounding area, and (6) higher potential for environmental exposure. The 

disadvantages of an active system include: (1) capital equipment cost is 
relatively high, (,) maintenance can he significant, (3) high energy 
consumption, and (4) higher level of operator interaction is required.

1.2.6 Carbon adsorption

Carhon adsorption (Garcia, 1996) is used to remove organic, and 

sometimes inorganic, compounds from liquid or gas streams. The 

Environmental ?rotection Agency (E?A) recommends carhon adsorption as a 

hest demonstrate availahle technology for wastewaters to remove dissolved 

organics at concentrations less than ahout 5% and, to a lesser extent, dissolved 

metal and other inorganic contaminants. The hasic principle of operation for 

carhon adsorption is the mass transfer and adsorption of a molecule from a 

liquid or gas onto a solid surface. Activated carhon is manufactured in such 

away as to produce extremely porous carhon particles whose internal surface 

area is large (500 to 1400 m2 /g of carhon). This porous structure attracts and 

holds (adsorhs) organic molecules as well as certain metal and inorganic 

molecules.
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Adsorption occurs hecause (1) the contaminant has a low soluhility in 

the waste, (2) the contaminant has a greater aftinity for the carhon than for the 

waste, or (3) a comhination of the two occurs. The actual mechanisms for 

adsorption include physical adsorption, produced hy Van der Wall's forces; 

chemical adsorption produced hy the formation of chemical honds; and 

electrostatic adsorption, resulting from Columhic forces hetween ions and 

charged functional groups. The amount of contaminants that can he adsorhed 

hy activated carhon ranges from 0.10 to 0.?5 gram per gram of carhon.

The adsorhate can he exposed to the activated carhon in a numher of 

different ways. Contacting schemes for aqueous waste streams include mixed- 

hatch, mixed-flow, packed columns or pulsed/moving heds. ?acked columns 

are most common for treating wastewaters, where granular activated carhon is 

packed into the column, and the wastewater ^ows through the stationary hed.

Once the carhon hed is spent and can no longer remove contaminants 

from the waste, it is taken of^ine. The activated carhon is then either 

regenerated hy thermal or chemical methods for further use or treated hy 

incineration and disposed off. If carhon adsorption is used to treat toxic or 

hazardous materials, the spent carhon is usually incinerated.

• Advantages
(1) Carhon adsorption is effective for removing organic compounds 

otherwise untreatahle hy hiological methods and (2) most organics can he 

reduced to concentration in the 1 to 10 Eg/l level.

• Disadvantages
Suspendd solids, oil, and grease can reduce the effectiveness of carhon 

adsorption hy clogging and coating the pores, aqueous waste streams may 

require pretreatment to address hard- water, or precipitation prohlems. 

Frequently, excessive heat loss will occur in adsorption columns due to 

suspended -  solids accumulation, hiological growth in the hed, or fouling ofthe 

in^uent screen. For hazardous waste streams, extensive application specific, 

and hench -  scale testing is usually required to implement carhon adsorption 

and regeneration processes.



1.2.7 Electrodialysis

Electrodialysis concentrates, separates, or removes ionic species 
contained in a water solution (Garcia, 1996). A simplifted electrodialysis cell 
consists of an anode and a cathode separated hy an anion permeahle memhrane 

adjacent to the anode, and a cation permeahle memhrane adjacent to the 

cathode. Channels are availahle for water flow on either side of each 

memhrane. The water to he treated ^ows through the channel hetween the two 

memhranes, and electrode rinse water ^ows in the channels containing the 

electrodes. A direct current electrical charge is applied across the electrodes. 
The positively charged ions are drawn through the cation permeahle memhrane 

to the cathode. The negatively charged ions are drawn through the anode 

permeahle memhrane to the anode. As a result, hoth positive and negative ion 

concentrations are significantly reduced in the intermediate channel containing 

the treated ef^uent.

• Advantages
(1) Electrodialysis cells can operate at normal pressures and 

temperatures, (2) the ion-enriched stream can he concentrated to salt levels of 
,0% or more, and (3) when the wastewater is sufficiently pretreated and the 

memhranes are cleaned regularly, the memhranes can operate for several years.

• Disadvantages
(1) Suspended solids or high organic levels can clog or foul the 

memhranes, (2) oxidizing materials and ferrous or manganous ions of 
concentrations greater than 0.3 ppm can damage the memhrane, (3) at alkaline 

pH readings, memhrane life may diminish, (4) calcium concentrations ahove 
400 ppm can cause precipitation of calcium sulfate scale, (5) during operation, 

off-gases including highly reactive hydrogen and oxygen streams must he 

monitored and handled safely, and (6) the memhrane performance must he 

closely monitored due to a decrease in efficiency .
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1.3 Main Parts o fth e  Present Work

The following chapters (2-5) present the main parts of this study. In 

chapter 2, the previous studies on the hydrodynamics and mass transfer 

characteristics in huhhle column reactors and industrial applications of these 

reactors are reviewed In chapter 3, a theoretical model descrihing volume 

reduction of the radioactive waste stream and the computer program designed 

for solving this model are presented. Chapter 4 illustrates the experimental 

facility, description of individual components, control circuit and experimental 

procedures of the volume reduction process. Finally, the experimental and 

predicted results of humidity ratio, recent semi-empirical correlation and very 

limited gas-side correlations ofthe previous work in the literature are discussed 

in chapter 5. Also, the design and experimental curve ofthe volume reduction 

of wastewater process is included in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER (2) 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Bubble column reactors (BCRs) are widely employed in many 

applications in industries as reactors or gas-liquid contactors. Typical examples 

can be found in oxidation, hydro-generation, chlorination, waste water 

treatments, and Fisher-Tropsh (F-T) synthesis. Bubble column have the 

advantages ofbeing geometrically simple, easy to manufacture, free of moving 

parts, superior gas-liquid interfacial mass and heat transfer, easy operation and 

cost effective. In this chapter, studies on the hydrodynamic and mass transfer 

characteristics in the bubble column reactors (BCRs) and industrial applications 

of these reactors are reviewed.

Hydrodynamics ل.2
Deckwer et al. (1980) reported that the operating conditions and design 

as well as the geometry ofthe column strongly affect the hydrodynamics ofthe 

BCRs. In the following sections, the flow regimes and phase holdup 

characteristics ofthe BCRs will he examined.

2.1.1 Flow regimes
The hydrodynamics of bubble columns and slurry bubble column 

reactors depend strongly on the flow regime (Guy et al., 1986). There are three 

flow patterns that prevail in these reactors (Wallis, 1969): 1) homogeneous 

flow (bubbly flow); 2) heterogeneous flow (churn-turbulent flow); and 3) slug 

flow regimes. In bubbly flow regime, there is a homogeneous distribution of 

small and almost identical gas bubbles. The gas velocity is usually less than 

0.05m/s and the interaction among gas bubbles is weak. Under these 

conditions, the gas bubbles do not affect the liquid motion and almost no liquid 

mixing is observed.
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Letzel et al. (1997) and L؛n et al. (1999) studied the effect of pressure 

on the flow regime transition from homogeneous to heterogeneous in bubbie 

coiumn reactors and reported that the transition was deiayed with increasing 

both the gas hoidup and gas veiocity, i.e., system pressure. This is important for 

the scaie up of commerciai reactors, since the reactions often take piace at high 

pressure and churn turbuient flow regime is desirabie under such conditions. 

Furthermore, in small diameter columns, as the gas velocity increases, gas 

bubbles coaiesce to form siugs whose diameters can be as iarge as the coiumn 

diameter. This regime is called the slug or plug flow.

Anderson and Quinn (1970) studied the fiow regime of pure gas-iiquid 

dispersion and found that when the iength to diameter of the coiumn ratio 

(HC)C)was greater than 0.76 (ج G-4/3) (where eG is gas hoidup), the siug fiows 

regime wouid prevaii. Further experiments carried out by these authors with 

different iiquids, however, proved that such reiationship does not aiways hoid 

true and no siug formation was observed even though at )0% gas hoidup, the 

H(D(ratio was found to be greater than 40.

Fiow regime transition was proposed initiaiiy by Deekwer et al. (1980), 
for air/water system based on the coiumn diameter as a function of gas 

veiocity. If the gas veiocity is iow (generaiiy beiow 4 cm/s) the reactor tends to 

operate in bubbiy flow regime and the coiumn diameter seems to have smaii 

effect on the fiow regime. On the other hand if the coiumn diameter is too 

smaii, an increase in gas veiocity wiii shift the fiow regime and formation of 

siugs wiii be observed. Furthermore, the flow regime transition can aiso be 

dependent on the type of gas sparger used (Shah et al., 1982)

Oshinowo and Charles (1974) carried out experiments at different 

operating conditions (pressure up to 1.7 bars and temperature between )83 and 

300 K) in a 0.)54m diameter coiumn and identified fiow regimes in an upward 

iiquid fiow. These regimes are: 1) Bubbie fiow regime: dispersed gas as
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individual bubbles; 2) Quiet-slug flow regime: large bullet shaped bubbles; 3) 

Dispersed-slug flow: similar to the quite-slug flow except an increase in size 

and rise of bubbles was observed accompanied by forth formation in the 

trailing part ofthe bubbles. 4) Frothy slug flow regime: fast moving bubbles 

and froth formation over the entire boundary of large bubbles and liquid;5) 

Froth flow regime: highly turbulent mixture of degenerated bubbles and liquid. 

6) Annular flow regime: similar to an annular fllm on the wall with gas 

occupying the centre ofthe column.

2.1.2 Gas holdup, £G
The effect of pressure on the gas holdup has been studied in the past few 

years and the studies have shown that the gas holdup of bubble and slurry 

bubble columns increased with increasing system pressure (Smith et al., 1995) 

Reilly et al. (1994) have directly attributed this increase to an increase of gas 

density. Therefore, it can be concluded that gases with higher molecular weight 

will lead to higher gas holdup. Clark (1990), however, found that at low gas 

velocity the gas holdup of H2 was signiflcantly higher than that of = 2. Only 

when the gas velocity was greater than 0.05 m/s, the trend was reversed and the 

gas holdup of = 2 became greater than that of H2. He proposed that in the 

velocity range below 0.05 m/s, the gas holdup was more influenced by the gas 

bubble surface tension than pressure. Pohorecki et al. (1999) also observed no 

apparent effect of pressure on the gas holdup values of = 2-water system in the 

velocity range of 0.002-0.02 m/s. ^emoun et al. (2001) measured the radial 

gas holdup via computed tomography in a 0.162 ID bubble column up to 7 bar 

and found that the average gas holdup increased with pressure and the gas 

holdup was higher at the center ofthe column than near the walls.

The influence of the liquid properties has a major impact on the gas 

holdup, especially if the liquid has high viscosity and shows foaming 

tendencies. In the commercial slurr؛bubble column reactors ( ?BCRs) where a 

molten wax is usually the liquid phase, the hydrodynamic can vary from one
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wax to another despite comparabie physicai properties (Soon' et al., 1997). 
Ozturk et al. (1987) measured the gas hoidup in 17 pure organic iiquids, 5 

inherentiy mixed iiquids and 17 adjusted mixtures and found that gas hoidup 
was higher in organic iiquid mixture than in water. Oyevaar et al. (1991) 

compared the gas hoidup obtained in water and an aqueous soiution of 

diethanoiamine (DEA) with anti-foam and found that the effect of pressure on 

4g was higher in DEA than water. They attributed this effect to the coaiescence 

behavior ofthe gas Stegeman et al. (199+) found that pressure effect on gas 
hoidup was more important for more viscous iiquids. Consequentiy, among the 

physicai properties ofthe iiquid, viscosity can have a major effect on the gas 
hoidup in bubbie coiumns. It has been found that gas hoidup decreases with 
increasing iiquid viscosity (Neme et al., 1997). Crabtree and Bridgwater

(1971) expiained this behavior by suggesting that high iiquid viscosity 

promotes bubbie coaiescence. It is therefore, expected that the gas hoidup of a 

high visc©us iiquid will be due t© larger gas bubbles.

w  nson et al. (1992) studied the effect of viscosity and surface؛lk؛

tension on the gas hoidup using «-heptane, mono-ethyiene giycoi and water. 
They found that the higher popuiation of iarger gas bubbies having faster rising 

veiocity not oniy decreased the gas hoidup but the transition from homogenous 
to chum turbulent flow regime occurred at lower gas velocity.

Kantak et al. (198+) measured the gas hoidup for water-CMC (carboxy 

methyiceiiuiose) soiution and found that the gas phase dispersion decreased 

with increasing viscosity due to bubbie coaiescence. On the other hand, Cuy et 
al. (198+) found no evident effect of viscosity whiie measuring the gas hoidup 

in water and 7 other aqueous soiutions (with different viscosity). They found 

that aithough there was no effect of viscosity on the gas hoidup, the mixing 

efficiency decreased with increasing iiquid viscosity.
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The effect of surface tension on the gas holdup is also significant. In 

general, the amplitude of the cohesive forces that exists between the liquid 

molecules is responsible for the effect of the surface tension on the total gas 

holdup. Consequently, increasing the surface tension will help the formation of 

more gas bubbles within the liquid and hence prevent them from any further 

deformation under the operating variables. It has been reported that decreasing 

surface tension increased the gas holdup (Kluytmans et al., 2001) due to the 

formaton of smaller gas bubbles. Thus, it is believed that large population of 

small gas bubbles is responsible for the increase in gas holdup.

Shanmugam et al. (2008) studied the hydrodynamics in stirred bubble 

column. A systematic work was undertaken to focus the effect of various 

parameters like superficial gas velocity, height to diameter (HC/DC) ratio and 

speed of the stirrer (N) on fractional gas holdup in a bubble column. For this 

purpose, experiments were conducted in 0.14 m ID column having 2 m height. 

Water and air were used as liquid and gas phase, respectively. The column with 

ring sparger having 67 % active area is used as sparger for dispersing the 

dispersed phase into the continuous phase. For the optimized sparger plate, the 

effect of various parameters on fractional gas holdup for air-water system was 

studied. Also the effect of various parameters on fractional gas holdup for air- 

water with electrolytes like NaOH, BaCl2, MgCl2 and NaCl of various 

concentrations were studied and reported.

The initial bubble size and distribution at the orifice could be controlled 

by the sparger characteristics; nevertheless, Akita and Yoshida (197=) 
reported that due to the balance between coalescence and breakup of gas 

bubbles, the initial bubble size created at the gas sparger would not describe the 

behavior of gas bubble size distribution in the entire bubble column. The effect 

of gas sparger on the gas holdup is considered complex (Deckwer,1992; 
Heijnen and Van't Riet, 1984), since its influence beyond the sparger zone is 

yet to be understood. ?everal investigators have reported that gas sparger had a
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minimai effect on the bubbie sizes and gas hoidup ifthe orifice diameters were 

> 1-) mm (Akita and <osh؛da, 1973). Jordan and Sehumpe (2001),

however, took into account the effect of gas sparger on the gas hoidup even 

though the orifice diameters of each of their 3 perforated piates were either 

equai or greater than 1 mm, and despite the fact that no considerabie effect of 

the gas spargers on 4G was observed. It shouid be mentioned that the quaiity of 

the gas hoidup depends on the breakup and coaiescence ofthe gas bubbies in 

the coiumn. ?orous piates, with reiativeiy smaiier pore diameters, have been 

found to generate smaiier gas bubbies when compared to those by perforated 

piates (Ozturk et al., 1987). Aiso, singie orifice nozzies, with diameters 

usuaiiy greater than 0.001- 0.00) m, generated iarge gas bubbies, even at very 

iow superficiai gas veiocity (Ak؛ta and <osh؛da, 1973) indicating a 

heterogeneous bubbie size distribution (Camarasa et al., 1999). From these 

observations, one can conciude the 4G is inverseiy proportionai to the orifice 

diameter, and when smaii gas bubbies are formed, the transition from 

homogeneous to heterogeneous fiow regime is deiayed, since the rate ofbubbie 

coalescence becomes smaller.

An important effect of the gas distributors on 4G was observed by 

Sehugerl et al. (1977) when they separateiy added 10 wt% sodium suifate 

(=a2S04) and 1% ethanoi to water to obtain a non-coaiescing system. It was 

found that under these conditions, the smaiiest gas hoidup was measured with 

the perforated piate and the effect of gas distributor on the 4G has no 

significance, confirming that in a non-coaiescing system, the bubbie size 

distribution is controiied by the gas distributor (He؛jnen and ¥an't R؛et,

1984) Thus, if the gas/iiquid system in a bubbie coiumn or SBCR is non - 

coaiescing, one can expect that the bubbie size distribution and subsequentiy 

the gas hoidup wouid be strongiy dependent on the gas distributor design. 

Meanwhiie, Oyevaar et al. (1991) reported that aii studies using a porous piate 

aiways found a smaiier effect of pressure on gas hoidup when compared with 

perforated piates.
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Recently Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation ofeffects of 

the configuration ofgas distributors on gas-liquid flow and mixing in a bubble 

column was carried out by Li et al. (2009). The study focused on the effects of 

the configuration of gas distributors on hydrodynamic behavior, gas hold-up, 

mixing characteristics and bubble size distribution in the bubble column. They 

concluded that: (1) The configuration ofgas distributor significantly affects the 

overall gas holdup, mixing time, turbulence and bubble sizes inside the bubble 

column. (2) The overall gas hold-up attains the maximum value when the sieve 

plate gas distributor was in the bubble column as compared with the other types 

of gas distributors. The gas holdup increases with increase of the number of 

sparging pipes. However, ifthe number of sparging pipes is more than three, 

the changes ofthe overall ofgas hold-up are not apparent.(3) The mixing time 

decreases with increase of the number of gas sparging pipes for the multiple- 

pipe gas distributors.(4) The locations of gas sparging pipes have a notable 

influence on h ^ ^ y n am ics , mixing and *bubble► size distributions. The 

asymmetrical allocation of sparging pipes gives rise to a much lower gas 

holdup and larger bubble size, but effectively improves the mixing and reduces 

the mixing time required. The ring position which is used to locate the sparging 

pipes also has an important effect on liquid flow fleld, bubble size and mixing. 

The adoption of smaller ring reduces the mixing time, bubble size and increases 

the liquid circulation in the bubble column, but impairs bubble and gas hold-up 

distributions. The author indicated the need ofnew design ofthe sparger that 

gives a good mix ofgas iiquid and gas circulation ofthe liquid.

2.2 Bubble Dynamics
The bubble dynamics is controlled by the size and distribution ofthe gas 

bubbles present in the reactor. The bubble size controls the gas-liquid 

interfacial area and subsequently influences the overall rate of reactions 

occurring in the reactor during commercial processes. The behavior ofthe gas 

bubbles depends, among others, on the hydrodynamic flow regime. If a bubbly 

flow regime prevails in the reactor, the bubbles will be narrowly distributed and
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iow bubbie-bubbie interactions couid be expected. In fact a uniform bubbie size 

distribution is generaiiy characteristic ofthe homogeneous bubbiy flow regime 

(Pohoreek؛ et al., 1999). As the superficiai gas veiocity is increased, the high 

frequency ofgas bubbie interactions ieads to coaiescence and breakup and the 

reactor is found to be operating in the churn turbuient fiow regime, and a 

distinguishabie bimodai bubbie size distribution can be observed (Shah et al.,
1985} Consequentiy, bubbies in this regime can be arbitrary ciassifled into 

“smaii , and “iarge . These bubbies appear to behave differentiy as the iarge 

gas bubbies rise rapidiy in the reactor in a piug flow mode and create 

backmixing, and the smaii gas bubbies are entrained and re-circuiate with the 

iiquid/siurry (Inga and Mors1999 ,؛). In the churn turbuient flow regime, 

bubbie breakup and coaiescence can occur at any moment after the formation 

of the gas bubbie at the orifice (Deekwer, 1992), thus the bubbie size 

distribution wiii depend on the baiance between coaiescence and breakup 

(Prince and Blanch, 1990).

The effect of pressure on the bubbie formation has aiso been 

investigad and indicated that an increase of pressure increases the gas density 

which is responsibie for forming smaiier initiai bubbie size at the oriflce 

(W؛lk؛nson and ¥an D؛erendonek, 1990). Furthermore, in the SBCRs, the 

presence of soiid can greatiy affect the formation of gas bubbies at the oriflce. 

It has been reported that increasing soiid concentration increases the initiai 

bubbie size at the orifice, and simiiariy bubbies are iarger in a siurry system 

than in a hquid phase (Massimilla et al., 1961).

Aithough gas-iiquid bubbiy fiows are encountered in various 

engineering fleids, there are very few estabiished theoreticai foundations on the 

interfaciai area concentration, which have been supported by extensive 

experimentai data. From this point of view, H؛b؛k؛ and Ish2003) ؛؛) derived a 

simpie equation for the interfaciai area concentration from the interfaciai area 

transport equation. The derived theoreticai equation has been modifled to
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obtain experimentaiiy supported predictive correiation. The obtained interfaciai 

area correiation was vaiidated by 459 data sets measured in bubbie coiumns 

and forced convective bubbiy fiows under various conditions. These data sets 

covered extensive ioop and fiow conditions such as channei geometry (circuiar 

or rectanguiar channei), channei hydrauiic equivaient diameter, fiow direction 

(verticai or horizontai fiow), superficiai gas veiocity, and superflciai iiquid 

veiocity. The extensive database aiso covered wide ranges of physicai 

properties such as iiquid density, iiquid viscosity, and surface tension. An 

exceiient agreement was obtained between the deveioped semi-theoreticai 

correlation and 459 data within an average relative deviation of ± )).0  %.

Reddy-Vanga et al. (2004) measured void fraction in rectanguiar 

b»bbfc coiumns and conciuded that the void fraction distribution in the babble 

coiumn is affected by the coiumn size, superficiai veiocity of the dispersed 

phase, height of the iiquid coiumn, size of the gas bubbies, fiow regime, 

sparger design and geometry of the bubbie coiumn. The void fraction 

distribution in a rectanguiar bubbie coiumn 10 cm wide and )  cm deep has 

been measured using Wire-Mesh Tomography. Experiments were performed in 

an air-water system with the coiumn operating in the dispersed bubbiy fiow 

regime. Wire-mesh Tomography aiso faciiitates the measurement of bubbie 

size distribution in the coiumn. The study presents the measurement principie 

and the experimentai resuits for a wide range of superficiai gas velocities

Bubbiy fiow is encountered in a wide variety of industriai appiications ranging 

from fiows in nuciear reactors to process flows in chemicai reactors. The 

presence of a second phase, recircuiating fiow, instabiiities of the gas piume 

and turbuience, compiicate the hydrodynamics of bubbie coiumn reactors. 

Krepper et al. (2007) described experimentai and numericai resuits obtained in 

a rectanguiar bubbie coiumn 0.1 m wide and 0.0) m in depth. The bubbie 

coiumn was operated in the dispersed bubbiy flow regime with gas superflciai 

veiocit¿s up to 0.0) m/s. Images obtained from a high speed camera were used 

to observe the generai flow pattern and have been processed to caicuiate bubbie
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velocities, bubble turbulence parameters and bubble size distributions. Gas 
disengagement technique was used to obtain the volume averaged gas fraction 

over a range of superficial gas velocities. A wire mesh sensor was applied, to 

measure the local volume fraction at two different height positions. Numerical 
calculations were performed with an Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model 

approach. The paper details the effect of various two-fluid model interfacial 
momentum transfer terms on the numerical results. The inclusion of a lift force 

was found to be necessary to obtain a global circulation pattern and local void 

distribution that was consistent with the experimental measurements. The 

nature ofthe drag force formulation was found to have significant effect on the 

quantitative volume averaged void fraction predictions. The average gas 
volume fraction in the bubble column dependent on the gas superficial velocity 

could be simulated with good accordance to the measurements, so the applied 

drag law was confirmed. The simulation ofthe transient flow pattern was found 

to be strong by influenced by the modeling of the non-drag forces. Without 
considering the non-drag forces, the numerical simulations show a meandering 

oscillation of the gas volume fraction distribution in the whole column. The 

experiments however showed, in the upper region ofthe column, an equalized 

ri¿ng ofthe bubbles. ?articularly the stabilizing effect ofthe lift bubble force 

could be proven. The unstable processes near the gas injection could not be 

simulated. Therefore an approach is necessary, which is able to resolve 

appropriate the turbulence ^ctures.

2.= Mass Transfer Characteristics

2.=.1 Liquid side mass transfer coefficient, KL
?ome ofthe studies available in literature were carried out to investigate 

the mass transfer in parallel with the gas holdup.

Linek et al (2005) presented the experimental data on the average mass 
transfer liquid film coefficient (KL) in an aerated tank stirred by Rushton 

turbine and in bubble column. Liquid media used were 0.8 M sodium sulphite
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soiution, pure or with the addition of Sokrat 44 (copoiymer of acryionitriie and 

acryiic acid) or short-fiber carboxymethyiceiiuiose (CMC) for the Newtonian 

and iong-fiber CMC for the non-Newtonian viscosity enhancement and ocenoi 
( 9 ء/ء - octadecen-1-oi) or poiyethyiengiycoi (EEG) 1000 for surface tension 

change. Voiumetric mass transfer coefflcient (KLa) and speciflc interfaciai area 

(a) were measured by the Danckwerts’ piot method. Coefficients Kl (equation 

).1) measured by pure oxygen absorption in pure suiphite soiution and 

Newtonian viscous iiquids are weii fltted by the “eddy modei with a mean 
deviation of )0% in the form of:

K l  = 0.448 (ev / 1.() ٠^٣ )  25•0 م) )

Where Kl is the iiquid side mass transfer coefflcient measured by 

oxygen absorption, (ms-1), e is the totai speciflc power dissipated in the iiquid 

voiume, (W m-3), v is the kinematic viscosity ofthe iiquid phase, (m) s-1), D is 

the gas diffusivity in the iiquid, (m) s-1), and p  is the density of the iiquid 

phase, (kg m'3).

Surface-active agents (ocenoi and EEG) and non-Newtonian additive 

(ion îber CMC) reduced Kl vaiue signiflcantiy but their effect was described 

satisfactoriiy neither by surface tension nor by surface pressure. It is shown that 

the decisive quantity to correiate Kl in the stirred tank and bubbie coiumn is 
power dissipated in the iiquid phase rather than the bubbie diameter and the siip 

veiocity. Absorption of air did not yieid correct Kl data, which did not depend 
on or siightiy decrease with increasing power. This is due to the appiication of 

an improper gas phase mixing modei for absorption data evaiuation.

Chaumat et al. (2005) studied the effect of organic medium, gas and 

iiquid fiow rates and coiumn design on mass transfer in bubbie coiumns for 

industriai conditions. Most of avaiiabie gas-iiquid mass transfer data in bubbie 

coiumn have been obtained in aqueous media and in iiquid batch conditions, 

contrary to industriai chemicai reactor conditions. This work provides new data 

more reievant for industriai conditions, inciuding comparison of water and
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organic media, effects of large liquid and gas velocities, perforated plates and 

sparger hole diameter. Mass transfer efficiency and K La have been calculated in 

a wide range of experimental conditions. Due to large column height and gas 
velocity, mass transfer efficiency is high, ranging between 40% and 90%. KLa 

values stand between 0.015 and 0.050 s'1 and depend mainly on superficial gas 

velocity. No significant effects ofcolumn design and media have been shown. 
At last, using both global and local hydrodynamics data, mass transfer 

connection with hydrodynamics has been investigated through KLa/sG and 

KLa/a.

The effects of column dimensions, gas velocity and the properties of 
liquid and solid particles on the gas holdup £Gand the volumetric liquid-phase 

mass transfer coefficient KLa in the solid-suspended bubble column of liquid- 
solid batch operation were studied experimentally (Koide et al. 1984). The 

presence of suspended solid particles in the bubble column reduces value of £G 
and KLa, and their reduction by an addition of solid particles to the column is 

high in the transition regime and low in the heterogeneous flow regime. Based 

on these observations, empirical equation (2.2) for KLa applicable to the above 

two flow regimes was proposed.

-59 ■لمء18 ° ■ ح' 2(ق م500م . 1 1
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0345 - ( 0.483 ( P G  g  P L ) - 0 .4 7 7  (  D C  ■UG P L ١ P  )0 .612 (  V t )4 أ0ه 7 V 1 + ز  P L D L g
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Where a is the specific gas-liquid interfacial area based on aerated slurry 
volume (m-*) , C? is average solid concentration gas-free slurry (kg.m-*), DL is 

the diffusivity of dissolved Oxygen (m2. s-*), DC is the column diameter (m), g 

is the gravitational acceleration (m.s-2), KL is the liquid-phase mass transfer 

coefficient (m.s‘*), KLa is the volumetric liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient
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based on aerated siurry voiume (s-1), Vt is the terminai veiocity of a singie 

particie in stagnant iiquid (m.s‘1), uG is the gas veiocity (m/s) , 4l is the iiquid 

hoid up, 4S is the soiid hoid up, ^L is the iiquid viscosity (Ea.s), pL is the iiquid 

density (kg.m-3) , pS is the soiid density (kg.m-3), and ^L is the iiquid surface 

tension (N.m'1).

Fukuma et al. (1987) reported that the effects of soiid concentration and 

iiquid viscosity on bubbie properties such as bubbie size and bubbie rising 

veiocity were measured with a duai-eiectroresistivity probe in a siurry bubbie 

coiumn of 0.15m diameter. The behavior of voiume-surface mean babble 

diameter, doS was anaiyzed. They used up to 50 voi. % giass beads and 

observed that Kl  vaiues are proportionai to the voiume-surface mean bubbie 

diameter and decrease with iiquid viscosity, l l . By addition of soiid particies at 

smaii gas veiocity, the bubbie size distribution shifted to a iarge-size region and 

the bubbie veiocity distribution shifted to a iarge-veiocity region. At the same 

time, the fiow pattern changed from homogeneous fiow to heterogeneous fiow. 

The effect of soiid particies on bubbie size, however, became smaii as the 
particie diameter decreased or the iiquid viscosity increased. Equation ().3) 

was derived to estimate d^

d us = 0 .5 / مس9 s g  )2 (ء ().3 /

Where doS is the voiume-surface mean bubbie diameter (m), VD is the 

drift fiux of gas (m/s), 4g is the cross-sectionaiiy averaged gas hoidup, and g is 
the ^vitationai acceieration (m/s 2).

Based on a phenomenoiogicai modei for bubbie break-up and 

coaiescence, Sh؛m؛zu et al (2000) proposed a new simuiation modei for gas 

hoi؛hp and gas -iiquid mass transfer in bubbie coiumn reactors. In order to 

describe bubbie movements in a bubbie coiumn reactor, a compartment concept 
is combined with the phenomenoiogicai modei for bubbie break-up and 

coaiescence. It is assumed that the babble coiumn reactor consists of a series of 

discrete compartments in which bubbie break-up and coaiescence occur and
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bubbles move from compartment to compartment with different velocities. Gas 
hol؛hp and gas -liquid mass transfer rate are evaluated on the basis of bubble 

behavior, i.e., bubble break-up and coalescence. Reasonable agreement is 
found between the model predictions and the experimental data obtained in two 

different size bubble column reactors with air-water system and available 

correlations (Equation 2.4-2.6) in the literature. ?imulation results indicate that 
the proposed model provides some insight into the transport phenomena in 

bubble column reactors and furthermore it is useful for improving 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) predicting gas hold-ups and gas-liquid 

mass transfer rates in bubble column reactors.

60 / 7( KLa.DC 2 = 0 452 ( )1 / 2 (DC UG )3 / 4 ( g .DC P l  )3 / 5 V ( UG 
DC .g ء D l D l V

(2.4)
Where VL is the kinematic viscosity ofthe liquid phase (m2.s-*),g is the 

gravitational acceleration,(m.s-2), ء is the surface tension (N.m-*) , pL is the 

density ofthe liquid phase (kg/m3), DC is the bubble column diameter (m), uG 

is the superficial gas velocity (m/s), a is the specific surface area (m-*),KL i^he 

liquid phase mass transfer coefficient (m.s-*), and DL is the diffusivity of liquid 

(mis'1).

K ، a  = 0.467 uG.82 (2.5)

D g)0.5 )0.31جم1.1 .PL )0.62( g( م، ) L (2.6) sG ي ج د س ت ) م ب )ه K = 0.6ي ص• , a

lL  /P LL ' d c d l p l (م  P/ ,ء  ] ) 2 G

Where a is the specific contact area (m-1), DC is the column diameter 

(m), Dl= Da؛r-wat£rair diffusivity in water (m2. s-*), g is the acceleration due to 

gravity (m.s-2), KLa is the volumetric mass transfer coefficient (s-*), uG is the 

superficial gas velocity (m s-*), £g is the gas hold-up, ll is the liquid viscosity 

(Ea. s), pL is the liquid density (kg .m-3), and a is the surface tension (N. m-*).
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The performance evaiuation studies were carried out for desaiination 

processes that are based on the humidi^cation/dehumidi^cation principie with 

different carrier gases through modeiing and simuiation techniques (Abu Arab؛ 
and Reddy, 2003). The main parameters that measure the performance of these 

systems are the heat and mass transfer coefficients that determine the 
humidiflcation and dehumidiflcation rates. The carrier gas properties and 

geometricai conflguration of the unit influence these coefflcients. The carrier 

gas is circuiated in these systems by naturai convection, which is influenced by 

type of carrier gas empioyed, degree of saturation of carrier gas and difference 

in hot/coid or top/bottom temperatures. Different carrier gases besides air were 
used in the performance evaiuation: hydrogen, heiium, neon, nitrogen, oxygen, 

argon and carbon dioxide. It was found that hydrogen and heiium give much 

better heat flux than air, whiie argon and carbon dioxide give much better mass 

fiux. Carbon dioxide is recommended as a carrier gas in desaiination units that 
are based on the humidi^cation/dehumidi^cation principie taking into account 

both the heat and mass fluxes.

x  ong et al. (200+) proposed a mathematicai modei for a thermaiiy؛
coupied humidification-dehumidification desaiination process. Erevious works 

experimentaiiy investigated desaiination processes in the sheii and tube 

coiumns, where the humidification and dehumidiflcation were thermaiiy 

coupied and simuitaneousiy performed at the tube and sheii sides, respectiveiy. 
In this work, a comprehensive steady-state mathematicai modei was deveioped 

for such a humidification-dehumidiflcation desaiination process by taking into 

account the heat and mass baiances on both sides ofthe desaiting coiumn, the 

mass transfer rate at the humidiflcation side, and the heat transfer rate between 

the dehumidiflcation side and humidiflcation side. Meanwhiie, the mass 
transfer coefflcient at the humidiflcation side and the totai heat transfer 

coefficient between the dehumidification side and humidiflcation side were 

discussed and correiated. The correiations (equations ).7 and ).8) couid 

rpresent the experimentai data very weii.
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029- 127 .r0.0021 .و = k h (2.7)

u  = 0.902 Re 0.62 r  0 58 (150 - L)2.04 و01  (2.8)

Where CE,aj is the heat capacity of humid air (J/kg .0C), dt is the

intermediate parameter related with the humidity or entropy ofthe mixed gas, 2 

is the sequence ofthe intermediate parameter , Re is the Reynolds number, q is

In spite ofthe amount of work on bubble columns, their design and scale 

up is still a difficult task due to the lack of understanding ofthe mass transfer 

mechanisms. Consequently Martin et al. (2009) studied the contribution of 
bubble deformation to the mass transfer rate for the air-water system from a 

theoretical point of view. The specific contact area is obtained using a 

population balance model. A new scheme for bubbles classes has been 

implemented to account for the effect of bubble oscillations in mass transfer 

due to coalescence and break-up processes. This study focused on studying the 

effect of bubble oscillations on mass transfer looking for a theoretical 
explanation of the different correlations (Equations 2.5 and 2.6) and fitting 

equations which try to add the effect of bubbie shape on KL.

Heat transfer coefficient measurements were conducted in a 0.16 m 

diameter air-water high-pressure bubble column (Wu et al., 2007). The effects 
of superficial gas velocity, pressure, probe orientation, and radial position on 

heat transfer coefficients were investigated. The heat transfer coefficient 
increased with superficial gas velocity, and at high velocities the increase 

became smaller. At the same operating conditions, the heat transfer coefficient 
in the center ofthe column was larger than that near the wall region, and the

diameter ofthe heat transfer tube (m), u  is heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.0C), 
Kh is the mass transfer coefficient at the humidification side (kg/m2.s), n is the

the mass fiow velocity of mixed gas (kg/m2.s), r  is the film flow rate of water 

(kg/m.s),k m؛x is the dermal conductance (W/m. °C)andnix is the mixed gas..
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differences at iow superflciai gas veiocities were smaiier than those at high 

superflciai gas veiocities. With increased pressure, the heat transfer coefflcient 

decreased, whereas, the differences at iow superflciai gas veiocities were iarger 

than those at high superflciai gas veiocities. The orientation of the probe 

refiects the fiow direction in a different region ofthe coiumn. For the flrst time, 

the radiai profiies of the heat transfer coefficient under high pressure was 
investigated, and it was found that the radiai profiies of heat transfer 

coefflcients become flatter at high pressure due to decreasing bubbie size and 
shrinking bubble size distribution with an increase in pressure

The hydrodynamic (gas hoidup, £G, bubbie size distribution, db, and the 

outer mean bubbie diameter, d3)), gas soiubiiity (C*) and mass transfer 

parameters (gas-iiquid interfaciai area, a, and voiumetric iiquid-side mass 
transfer coefficient, KLa) were measured for various gases (H),C0, N),CH 4 and 

He) in an organic iiquid (Isopar-M) in the absence and presence of two 

different soiids (giass beads and aiumina powder) in two iarge-scaie SBCRs of 
0.316 and 0.)89 m ID (Behkísh, 2004). The data were obtained under wide 

ranges of pressures (1-)7 bar), superflciai gas veiocities (0.08-0.4 m/s), 
temperatures (3)3-453K), and soiid concentrations (0-36 voi. %).The 

experimentai data obtained showed that £G and KLa increased with pressure due 

to the increase of smaii gas bubbies hoidup; increased with superflciai gas 

veiocity due to the increase ofthe gas momentum; and signiflcantiy decreased 
with soiid concentration due to a reduction of smaii gas bubbie popuiation. £G 

and KLa vaiues were found to increase with temperature due to the decrease of 
the outer mean bubbie diameter and increase of the mass transfer coefficient 
(Kl ). The gas hoidup, however, was found to decrease with temperature when 

the soiid concentration was greater or equai 15 voi.% due to the reduction of 
froth stabiiity under such conditions. Empiricai and back propagation neurai 

network (BE==) modeis were deveioped to correiate the hydrodynamic and 

mass transfer parameters in BCRs and SBCRs obtained in the iaboratory and 

those from the iiterature. The deveioped modeis were then used to predict the
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effects of pressure, superficial gas velocity, temperature and catalyst loading on 

the total syngas holdup and mass transfer coefficients for the Low-Temperature 

Fischer-Tropsch (LTFT) synthesis carried out in a 5 m ID ?BCR with iron 

oxides and cobalt-based catalysts. Under typical LTFT operating conditions (30 

bar, 513 K, 30 and 50 wt%), the total syngas holdup and mass transfer 

coefficients predicted for H2/CO ratio of 2:1 with cobalt-based catalyst were 

consistently lower than those obtained for H2/CO ratio of 1:1 with iron oxide 

catalyst in the superficial gas velocity range from 0.005 to 0.4 m/s.

Gomez-D a, and Navaza (2005) studied a gas/liquid mass transfer 

process using carbon dioxide/alkane systems in a stirred vessel. Four linear 

alkans ( «-heptane, «-octane, «-decane and «-dodecane) have been used as the 

liquid phase in their work, and they have been employed to study the influence 
ofthe carbon length upon the mass transfer velocity. The mass transfer along 

the liquid phase has been studied using the mass transfer coefficient of the 

liquid phase, KL. Eure carbon dioxide has been employed as the phase in all 
cases for this reason. The effects ofthe power supplied to the liquid phase and 

the gas flow rate upon the absorption process have also been analyzed. Finally, 
the equation (2.9) that allow calculation ofthe mass transfer coefficients have 

been applied for these systems, with acceptable results.

K l  = a y  F ^ o2 ./ 2. 9) 4، ج3 .م )

Where KL is the liquid side mass transfer coefficient (cm.s-1), Fm؛> is the 
power for unaerated stirred vessel (Wm-3), IG is the volumetric gas fiow rate 
(m̂  s'1), ^L is the liquid viscosity (Ea.s), and a is the fitting parameter 

corresponding to this equation (dimensionless).

Jurase k et al (200+) measured the volumetric mass transfer coefficient 
(KLa) of oxygen in internal loop airlift reactors of different scale using the 
dynamic pressure-step method (DEM). The K La values obtained by the DEM 

appear as the most reliable as they were found to be independent ofthe oxygen
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concentration in the iniet gas no matter the reactor scaie. The effect of reactor 

scaie on KLa vaiues was studied in three airiift reactors of different working 

voiumes (1), 40 and 195 dm3) but with simiiar geometric configuration. The 

ratio between the riser and the downcomer cross-sectionai areas and the 

siightness ofthe coiumn were taken as simiiarity criteria. As the iiquid phase 

deionized water was used at a temperature OÍ27.5 °c, both the gas hold-up (أ (,) 
and the mass transfer coefficient (KLa) increased with increasing superficiai gas 

velocity. The experimental dependencies ofthe K¡a  and ؛G values versus the 

superficiai gas veiocity were very simiiar, which indicated a strong dependency 

ofthe £La vaiues on gas hoid-upThe variation ofthe mass transfer coefficient 
with the gas hoid-up was described using an appropriate correiation (Equation 

).10)taken from the iiterature (Bello et al., 1987). The parameters of this 

correiation were aimost the same for aii working voiumes ofthe reactor. Thus, 
it was found that even in iarger reactors oniy the gas hoid-up is the main key 

parameter influencing the KLa vaiues.

^ a م1.عغء ().10 =  )

Where K¡ a is the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, 1 G is the gas 
hoid-up , Pi is the parameter in Equation ).10 which determined by fitting the 

experimental dependencies of صء values versus ا GC and the subscript c  is the 

coiumn.

2.3.2 Gas- síde mass transfer eoeffleíent, KG

Thee are very iimited correiations avaiiabie for gas-side mass transfer 

coefficient (Kg ). The foiiowing section presents the most avaiiabie correiations 
in the literature

The basic mechanism of direct-contact mass and heat transfer between 

vapour and iiquid with change of phase in a bubbie coiumn was studied by 

Kawasak؛ and Hayakawa (1972). The system of water and an organic soivent 
immiscibie in water was seiected in order to simpiify the probiem by
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eliminating mass transfer in the liquid phase. The systems used in this 
investigation were carbon tetrachloride-water and trichloroethylene-water. 

Experimental conditions were liquid flow rate 8-25kg/hr, vapour flow rate 1
6kg/hr, temperature of liquid 53-83°C, column diameter 0.06m, and column 

height 0.1m. From the experimental results, condensation and evaporation rates 

were calculated under the given operating conditions. Volumetric coefficients 
of vapour phase mass transfer (KGa) were calculated from measured 

condensation and evaporation rates and compared with previous work 

(Furukawa, 19+8; Asano, 19++). Data of Furukawa (19+8) were obtained by 

the absorption of ammonia from air in water in a bubble column with 

perforated plate. The aerated liquid height was 25-30cm and the number of 
perforated holes was 37. Data of Asano (19++) were obtained by the absorption 

of ammonia from air in water in a perforated-plate column, assuming the same 

dimensions as the column used in the experiment of Kawasaki and Hayakawa

(1972). These coefficients are of the same order of magnitude with Asano's 
equation, but the results ofthis work and of Furukawa show an effect of nozzle 

diameter on KG different from that in Asano's correlation (Equation 2.1)

D 05 ( ug D op g  ١”^ ي.75 
K ٠ = 1.0 0م .

D AB mG

h c (2.1)

Where DAB is the molar diffusivity (kg.mol/m.hr), Do is the inside 

diameter of nozzles (m), HC clear liquid height (m), KG is the gas phase mass 
transfer coefficient (kg.mole/m2.hr), ?c is the ?chmidt number, uG is the gas 

velocity through nozzles (m/hr), ^G is the viscosity ofgas (kg/m.hr), and pG is 

the density ofgas (kg/m3).

Also, liquid-side and gas-side volumetric mass transfer coefficients in a 

bubble column were determined by Cho and Wakao (1988). Experiments on 

stripping of five organic solutes and dissolved oxygen were conducted in a 
batch bubble stripping column using cylinder nitrogen. The solutions were 

oxygen-saturated aqueous solutions of five organic solutes (benzene carbon
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tetrachloride, chloroform, 1, 2-dichloroethane and 1,1, 2-trichloroethane), used 

both individually and in mixtures. In each case the initial concentrations ofthe 

organic solutes and oxygen ranged from 0.008 to 0.04 kg.m-3, the column held
0.003m3 of aqueous solutions, and its temperature was maintained at 298K 

during the runs. The liquid-side and gas-side volumetric mass transfer 

coefficients were obtained from measured overall coefficients. Correlations of 
the liquid-side and gas-side volumetric mass transfer coefficients (Equations 
212md 2. ي were obtained and were fo und to be

K ، a =2.3*104 d L'5 uG81 (2.12)

ب2.6*10ق =  dG'5 Ug76 (2.13)

Where K Ga is the gas side volumetric mass transfer coefficient (s-1), DG 

is the gas diffusivity (m2.s_1), and uG is the superficial gas velocity (m/s)

Eressure drop and volumetric gas-phase mass transfer coefficient in a 

packed column with impulse packing were measured by Chowdhury et al. 

(1982). In this study experiments on the absorption of acetone in water were 

carried out at 800C for gas and liquid rates ranging from 290.0 to 394.0 and 0.6 

to 2.7 m3/hr , respectively. The concentration of acetone in feed gas was kept 
constant at about one mol %. The total height ofthe column was 4m and the 
packing depth was 1.8m. From the results of pressure drop measurements three 

flow patterns were established (film, bubble and droplet flows) in the column 

with increasing gas rate at constant liquid rate. Further, the variation of overall 

gasphase mass transfer coefficient ( KOGa) or height equivalent to a theoretical 
plate (HETE) with respect to liquid rate for a constant gas rate also shows the 

existence of a critical liquid load, which divides the operating zone into film 

and bubble flow regions. Again, the variation of KOGa or HETE with respect to 

liquid rate is linear for bubble flow, but each is almost independent of liquid 

rate for film flow. For the film flow region the value of KOGa can be expressed 

as a function ofgas rate by Equation (2.14)
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K ^ a  = 1.65* g  -190.0 ().4)

Where KOGa is the overaii gas-phase mass transfer coefficient

Because in this region KOGa and HETE were found to be aimost 
independent of iiquid rates. But the iinear variations ofKOGa and HETE with 

respect to iiquid rate for the bubbiing zone were found to be aimost the same 

for aii the gas rates considered. K0Ga for his region can be predicted by 

Equation ().15):

Where L > L  t. and L is the fiow rate of iiquid. Comparison of̂؛
experimentai and predicted concentrations and temperature profiies was carried 

out to verify the internai performance in the packing.

Correiation of the mass transfer coefficients between gas and iiquid 

phases in packed coiumns (Equation ).16) was reported by Onda et al.,(19+8). 

This work presents the correiation on the mass transfer coefficients for gas 
absorption and desorption processes and confirms the appiicabiiity of this 
correiation to the vaporization of water and the gas absorption into organic 

soivents. The mass transfer coefficient in packed coiumns on the gas absorption 

and desorption was correiated within a reasonabie error 30% for Kg ) except 
Raschig rings smaiier than 15mm and Beri saddies smaiier than 1/)". It was 

found that the difference between the mass transfer data for absorption and that 

for vaporization is quite smaii and practicaiiy couid be negiected

(kg.moie/hr.m3.atm), and G is the fiow rate of gas (kgmoi/hr.m)).

K OG a  ( K OG 0 .) ) ( L  -  L crit.) ().5)

مad) 333,ا ) a ه ٢- = Re 3.(5.؟7 ة g # ا g GA g ( ) . 16)

ReG! a/¿G
& & „ = U(G & 

^GpG
G = « a / A
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Where KG is the gas side mass transfer coefficient (m/s), a is the specific 
area of packing material (m-1), DG is the molecular diffusion coefficient ofgas 

(m2/s), ?C is the ?chmidt number, d¿ is the diameter of bubble (m), Re is the 

Reynolds number .

The mathematical model for evaporative heat and mass transfer for the 

diffusion driven desalination process (DDD) were carried out by Klausner and 

Renwei Mei (200+). This model includes the evaporation of water, the 

interfacial heat resistance between water and air, and the different interfacial 

areas for heat transfer and mass transfer. The correlations proposed by Onda et 
al.(19+8) for mass transfer coefficients between gas and liquid phases in 

packed columns were used in this study. The comparison between the 

measured exit water temperature, exit air temperature and exit humidity ratio 

reported by Huang (1982) with those computed using this model was generally 

good. The exit air temperature and exit water temperature were slightly over
predicted. The exit humidity ratio prediction was excellent. Due to its 

generality, it is believed that this model will be very useful to both designers of 
diffusion towers for desalination applications as well as designers of cooling 

towers for heat transfer applications. Heat and mass transfer experiments were 

carried out in diffusion tower with a packing bed height of 20cm.The liquid 

mass flux was fixed at 1.75, 1.3, and 0.9kg/m2 s and the air mass flux was 
varied from 0.6 to 2.2kg/m2s. The inlet air temperature was about 230C while 

 inlet water temperature was 60°C. The exit water temperature, exit air ئ

temperature and exit humidity ratio all decrease with increasing air mass fiux 
for a certain water mass flux. The comparison between predicted and measured 

exit water temperature and exit humidity ratio agreed very well, and the exit air 

temperature was slightly over predicted.
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2.4 Innovation in Radioactive Wastewater-Stream Management 

(Karameld؛n, 2005)

The first Egyptian research reactor ETRR-1 is being operated since 50 

years resuiting in accumuiation of iarge quantities of wastewater coiiected in 

speciai drainage tanks SDTs. An innovated method for voiume reduction ofthe 

radioactive wastewater streams present in SDTs is proposed. This system 

substantiaiiy utiiizes the air conditioning and ventiiation techniques in water 

hansfer from the waste to air humidification. This process is promoted by a 

mutuai heating and humidification of a compressed dry air introduced through 

SDTs in bubbie coiumn. From the probabie reiease of radioactive nuciides 
point of view the anaiysis ofthe evaporation of waste streams present in SDTs 

has indicated that the optimai evaporating temperature is around 75°C. In his 
study the specific humidity ofthe outiet air from the coiumn was caicuiated and 

consequentiy, the masses ofthe air and water vapor per 1kg ofthe saturated air 
were caicuiated. In addition, the required air mass to evaporate 1m3 of water 

from the wastewater and its houriy required air voiumetric fiow rate were 

caicuiated. The design curve (Figure ).1) ofthe daiiy voiumetric reduction of 
the waste streams versus the necessary voiumetric airfiow rates at different 

operating temperature (40°C to 95°C) has been studied. The curve iiiustrates 
that as the temperature of the wastewater SDTs increases the required air 

voiumehic fiow rate decrease. Aiso the required voiumetric airfiow rate 
utiiized to evaporate one m3 /day (when maintaining SDTs at the temperature 

75°C) is iess than 90 m3/h. The assessment ofthe obtained curve indicates that 
this system has no secondary waste residuais (wasteiess). The author exhibits a 

new method without any verification and assumed that the humid air to be at 

saturation conditions. Therefore, the aim ofthe present work wiii be focused on 

the feasibiiity of innovated method (Karameld؛n, 2005) by achieving a 

mathematicai modei describing the process and erection of an experimentai 
setup to verify the mathematicai modei, determining ئ governing equations
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describing the process and finally assign the design curve describing the whole 

process.

Wastewater temperature, °c.

Figure (2.1): Relation between air-flow rate an evaporating 
temperature to evaporate 1m3/day (Karameldin, 
2005).
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CHAPTER (3) 

DEVELOPMENT OF THEORETICAL MODEL

3.1 Basic Relations

The evaporation of wastewater is achieved by heating the compressed 

air fiowin^pward s to be bubbied through the bubbiing coiumn. The bubbies 

travei through the liquid present in the column, heat and mass transfer from the 

liquid to the bubbies, resuiting in the iiquid voiume reduction. The ideai state of 

the humid air bubbies exit at the saturation conditions, which depend on the 

iiquid temperature and the residence time, path ofthe bubbie stream and a set 

of other parameters that will he described in the following subsections:

3.1.1 Dynamics ofgas bubbles

The bubbie dynamics is controiied by the size and distribution ofthe gas 

bubbies present in the bubbiing coiumn. The bubbie size controis the gas -iiquid 

interfaciai area and subsequentiy influences the overaii rate of reactions 

occurring in the bubbiing coiumn during the processes. The formation of gas 

bubbie at the injection point is subject to the buoyancy forces due to the 

difference in density between the gas and iiquid phases, and the surface tension 

forces that govern the stabiiity of the gas bubbie from the orifice and 

throughout the iiquid/siurry phase. The behavior of the gas bubbies depends, 

among others, on the hydrodynamic fiow regime. If a bubbiy fiow regime 

prevaiis in the reactor, the bubbies wiii be narrowiy distributed and iow bubbie - 

bubbie interactions couid be expected. A uniform bubbie size distribution is 

generaiiy characteristic ofthe homogeneous bubbiy fiow regime (Pohoreski et 

al., 1999; Heijnen and Van't Riet, 1984).

Akita an- Yoshida (1973) reported that due to the baiance between 

coaiescence and breakup of gas bubbies, the initiai bubbie size created at the 

gas sparer wouid not describe the behavior ofgas bubbie size distribution in the
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entire bubbie column. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is basically the balance 

ofthe surface tension and gravity forces acting on a gas bubble. If the latter is 

greater than the former, the bubble will eventually breakup. According to 

Bellman and Pennington (1953), if the diameter of a certain spherical cap 

bubble exceeds a critical wavelength, it would breakup (Bellman and 

Pennington, 1933; Deekwer, 1992). This in term can be referred to as the 

maximum stable bubble size, which in the recent study an average bubble 

diameter described and expressed as:

d b,max = ظ  (3.1)

3.1.2 Gas hoId% p, 8G

The gas holdup (sG), is one of the most important parameters used to 

describe the performance of the bubble column reactors, which has been 

attributed to many different factors (Fan et al., 1999), including the physical 

properties of gas /liquid/solid phase, column geometry, gas distributer design, 

and the operating variables; i.e., pressure, gas velocity, temperature, and solid 

loading.

The holdup of any phase, i, is defined as the volume fraction occupied 

by this phase in the bubbling column:

.Tota؛ = V̂ as + .Liquid (3.2)

Accordingly,

ء = ي +̂  or’ + 3.3) 1 = ه )

Bekhish (2004), extensively reviewed more than 40 correlation for gas 

holdup predictions in bubble column reactors. One ofthe most applicable to the 

present study configuration (where ? is atmospheric, u^: 0.02-02 m/s, and 

HCxD: 5x0.3 m), is that for Reilly et al. (1986), which affected bt the fiuid 

properties and the bubble terminal rising velocity as follows;

44• م جء = 296 ب  P l  0•9; 016 ¿ ء   P<0'19 + 0.009 (3.4)
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3.1.3 Bubble rising velocity, Ug

Most investigators, who have studied the bubbie rise in the bubbie and 

siurry bubbie coiumns, have based their resuits on the terminai rise veiocity of 
the bubbies. Kulkarni and Joshi (2005) reviewed the bubbie rise veiocity in 

the bubbiing coiumns. They stated that the correiation by Jamialahmadi et al. 
(1994) expressed by Equation (3.و) yieids exceiient resuits when compared 

with the experimentai data for various pure iiquids. A reasonabie vaiue ofthe 

bubbie terminai veiocity reaches its maximum veiocity of about 0.23 m/s, and 

at a distance of 0.1 m (Jamialahmadi et al. ,1994).

u b , sph u b , wav 

ا" / ( u b , sph ) + ( u b , wav )

>here:

ub,sph
gdb(pL - Pa ) م 3Ml + 3تبم ١ and . =

1;ام v 2Ml 3 ا â j db (pL + Pa ) 2

3.1.4 Interfaciala rea, a

The interfaciai area is one of the most important parameters for gas- 

iiquid reactor design, which determines the voiumetric mass transfer 

coefficients, Generaiiy, the interfaciai area depends on the unit’s geometricai 
size, the operating parameters and the physicai and chemicai properties ofthe 

iiquid (Kulkarim and Joshi, 2003) and can be expressed as;

3.1.3 Volumetric mass transfer coefficient

The transport occurs in the zones nameiy; the iiquid buik to the iiquid 

fiim, the iiquid fiim to iiquid-gas interface (KL), and the iiquid-gas interface to 

the gas fiim (Kg), the gas fiim to gas buik. In generai, the mass transfer 

performance can be characterized by measuring the voiumetric mass transfer
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coefficient kLa and kGa which is the product of the mass transfer and the 

interfacial area a. A number of correlations available in the literature for 

predicting kLa values under different conditions (developed under ambient 

conditions, using air/water system) are reviewed extensively by Behkish 

(2004) and Kantarei et al., (2003). However, Shah et al., (1983) derived a 

simple correlation for kLa in a bubble column with air-water system used in the 

present study written as (Shimizu et al., 2008).

K L a = 0.46? 3) 82ه .?)

Meanwhile, a very limited correlation is available for the gas mass transfer 

coefficient in the literature, which is correlated as a function in the diffusion of 

liquid-vapor in the gas (€ho and Wakao, 1988) as;

K Ga = 2.6*1قه DG^G'76 (3.;)

Where.

KLa and KGa are in s'1, DG in m2.s_1 and UG in ص s'*

The typical values for the diffusion coefficient are 5-10 6 to 10 أ m /s in gases 

(Baehr and Stephan, 2006), meanwhile the diffusion coefficient can be 

calculated as (Ashrae, 2001).

d G = ج 10 6 (3.9)

Where;

?= (103 + 9.81*pw*z (1 - 3.10) ( ء0)10-ت )

Dg is in m2/s, T in Kelvins

3-1-6 O erallh  eat transiere oe""ieient

A close analogy exists between convective heat and convective mass 

transfer owing to the fact that conduction and diffusion in a fiuid are governed

*
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by physical laws of identical form, that is, Fourier’s and Fick’s laws, 

respectively. As a result, in many circumstances, the Sherwood or mass transfer 

Stanton number can be obtained in a simple manner from the Nusselt number 

or heat transfer Stanton number for the same flow conditions. Indeed, in most 

gas mixtures Sh and Stm are nearly equal to their heat transfer counterparts 

(Ashrae, 2001). The heat transfer coefflcients for liquid and gas sides are 

computed as follows (Kreith, 1999); heat transfer coefflcient on the liquid 

side:

٩ = ا  inwhich; UT = K T (p t .CpT k T / DL )1/2 (3.11) r1/2 £،,1/2 ’ L L yHL' p L  L L?

(312) 2/3(k g (P g ^ g )1/3(^ g /d g = ^;ط ء = ؤس

Therefore, the overall heat and mass transfer of liquid and gas sides is as

follows;

(3. ت م3ا ق u) = ،/>-)' = ب l ،+ u g

3. 2 Diffusional Mass Flux and Mass Balanee

In the bubbly columns, the mass diffusion is molecular diffusion, such 

as the water vapor diffuses into air bubbles as a result of density gradient. 

Nevertheless, in a binary gas mixture, the presence of a concentration gradient 

causes transport of matter by molecular diffusion; that is, because of random 

molecular motion, gas B diffuses through the mixture of gases A and B in a 

direction that reduces the concentration gradient.

Using the definition of the mass transfer coefflcient applied to the 

differential control volume (dz. A) as a result of density gradient, and noting 

that an air/water-vapor mixture, water vapor can be treated as an ideal gas with 

negligible error (under 0.2%), even when it is a saturated vapor (Klausner 

and Mei, 2006).
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Figure (3.1): Unit control volume mass and energy balances.

The mass conservation of the iiquid in the verticai direction for the controi 

voiume (dz.Ashown in Figure (3.1), at height z is given as foiiows: 

mL = (mL + Am L)  + J w.a. (dz.A), or dm L = - J w.a.A.dz (3.14)

Noting that the mass diffused from the iiquid as vapor through the interface to 

th air boundaries is expressed and formuiated as;

Jw = K a AC  = K a (P - P v ) = K a ( ط - ي )W G 

Therefore

a إ  wv av a  R Y R T
v L  v a

(3.1و)

Jw =K a ( T

Psat M T'٠ ^ '^sa t MT ML a )_ v

L Ta R
(3.16)

u

Rearranging and dividing by dzand substituting by Equation (3.16) for Jw ;

dm p sat M Tl ̂ Psat M Ta M  A
د  = - Y a (  L - د )٤
dz a  T t t  R

(3.17)

L a u
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Similarly, the mass conservation for the gas (moist air) in the vertical 

direction for the control volume (dz.A) at height z is given as follows:

(ma +mv)  + Jw.a. (dz.A) = (ma +mv)  + A(ma +mv)

Rearranging and dividing by dzand substituting by Equation (3.16) for Jw ;

dm مsat M,Tr p sat MT M A
س  = K „.a.( L -  a ).—3.1) ا ;)dz G '  T T R '

L a II

3.3 Humidity Ratio Gradient

Since the fاowing gas in the bubbling column contains air-water vapor 

mixture, the conservation of mass applied to the column liquid and the flowing 

gas through the column height (z-direction) results in the transfer of a portion 

of liquid, evaporated to the gas (air/vapor mixture) side as;

Î ( mL؛  = - Î  ( mv , evap ) = - -dz k v (؛39> ( 

Foan air/water -vapor mixture, water vapor can be treated as an ideal 

gas with negligible error (under 0.2%), even when it is a saturated vapor 

(€engel and Boles, 1994). The humidity ratio w, which is the mass fraction of 

water vapor mv to dry air ma,coulcbe written as follows:

m p V / R T  p V M  / R T  p 0.622p
■w = -V = 0.622ت =. م  م  = v (3.20)

m p V  / R T  -  p p -  p
a ء a a a  p V M  / R T  a v

a a a

Where, p G = p a+ p v

Meanwhile, the relative humidity (p, is the mass fraction of the water 

vapor present in the air mv to the maximum amount of water vapor the air can 

hold at the same temperature m̂ , which can be written as;

m p V  / R T  p

Combining Equations (3.1? and18.؟);
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p =  " p  and w == ° '622P Psat<Ta ) (3.22)
w) p + م0622 sat (Ta ٠ p - p p sat (Ta )

Since the humidity ratio w = mcJmd , differentiating by d, substituting by

Equation (3.18) for dmav/dz

ث (3.23) ح م ج.ب = ه م ج
dz G T t t  m RL a a u

Substituting for p  in Equation (3.22) into Equations (3.16, 3.19 and 

3.23), and noting that there is no difference experimentally between the 

interphase temperature T and liquid temperature (Klausner and Renwei Mei, 
2006)

dmav K م sa t @ Tl  w p  M vA  3 2

dz = K<g  a ( T;  0.622 + w . T  ) . R  (3 .25)L a II

= K „. a . ( M T l  (3.26)
dz G T t 0 622 + w T  m RL a a II

3. 4 Liquid and Air Temperature Gradient

Applying the energy conservation to the liquid side, shown in Figure

(3.2);

m L h L  =  im L h L +  d ( m L h L ) ]  +  d m L ( h L +  h fg  )  +  U ( T L +  T a  ) ( a A d z )  +  Q L o ss ( A d z )  ( 3 .2 B )

Arranging and dividing by (dz¡;

م  = - +  » ,  ) -  U(Tl + Ta )aA  -  Ql o s.A
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Differentiating the ieft hand side ofthe equation, substituting for hL and 

(dmL/، ,̂ and rea rranging;

ق-=ظ  A . M  ،2، + ، ح -ث .ء ٠   -  U a  A  T .  + T ٠ - ط  —
dz cpT mr R L JS T  0.622+ w T  cpr mr L a هء  mrL, L, u د  a L, L, < <

(3 2;)

Simiiariy, appiying the energy conservation to the gas side, as foiiow

(m h  + m h )+u(T  + T )(aAdZ+ dm (h + h r ) = (mh +m h )+ d(m h +m h ) 
a a  a v a v  L a  ' L  L Jg' a a  a va v  a a  a va v

(3.29)

Arranging and dividing by (dz¡;

d  ( سأ /  + m h ) dm س
a a av av = ف  (h + h r  ) + u  (T t + T )a.A (3.30)

dz dz L Jg  L a

Differentiating the ieft hand side ofthe equation, substituting for h،,,h v and 

(dmL/، ,̂ andrearrang ing;

m cp قت + m cp ^  + — ^ h  = d̂ L (K  + h „  ) + u (٤ + T  )a.A (3.31)
a a d z  av ١’ dz dz v dz L Jg L a

Rearranging noting that ( hL+ h/g) equais hv

(macpa + mavcpv )- Y -  = + z 7 K  + z  (hL + hg ) + u (Tl + Ta )a.A (3.32)
dz dz dz

Defining ضو as;

m cp + m cp
cp . = a a av v (3.33)

mix m + m
a av

dT dmT ٦ u (T t + T )a.A
a = + — L (hT + h g  + h ) /  N + L a

dz dz L f g  v cp .(m + m ) cp .(m + m )mix a av mix a av

Introducing Equation (17), resuiting in;
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dT

dz
a = +

٠.(  m + m ) T' T R cp .(  m + m )m ix' a av' L a u m ix ' a av'

(3.34)

Equations (3.25, 3.26, 3.28, and 3.34), comprise a set of coupled first order 

ordinary differential equations that are used to determine the mass drying, 
humidity ratio, water temperature, and air/vapor mixture variations along the 

height of the bubbling column. These coupled differential equations are 
simultaneously solved numerically by a developed computer program using 

fourth order Runge-Kutta method. To obtain the behavior ofthe air bubble state 

variables with column height and can be predicted and optimized.

3.3 Solution Proeedure

In the previous mathematical relations describing the behavior of the 

air bubble state variables with column height, there are many unknowns which 

must be determined. These unknown basic parameters (w, TL, Ta, mL, and ma) 
can be calculated using the following procedure:

1. The gradient ofthe evaporation rate for the liquid side in the diffusion tower 
dmL/dàs determined from Equation (3.1?).

2. The gradient of the evaporation rate for an air/water-vapour mixture (gas 

side) in the diffusion tower dmav/dzis determined from Equation (3.18) or

3. The gradient ofthe humidity ratio in the diffusion tower, dw/dz is determined 
fromEquation (3.23).

4. The gradient of water temperature in the diffusion tower, dTL/dz is 
determined from Equation (3.28).

5. The gradient of air temperature in the diffusion tower, dTJdÁs determined 

fromEquation (3.34).

(3.25).
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3.6 Program Description
A mathematical program is designed for solving the presented model. 

The computer program is written in Q basic language. The developed computer 

program uses fourth order Runge-Kutta method to solve numerically coupled 

ordinary differential equations. As shown in Figure (3.2) the flow chart ofthe 

program illustrates that the program contains three main parts.

The first part contains the initié conditions such as length of column, 
height of water in column, diameter of column, relative humidity, mass flow 

rate of liquid, mass flow rate of air, temperature of liquid, temperature of air 
and the length of heating. Also, the first part contains the equations ؛ه fourth 

order Runge-Kutta method to solve numerically coupled ordinary differential 

equations of bubbling column.
The second part contains the equations and functions such as gas bubble 

diameter, gas hold up, the bubble rising velocity, the interfaciai area, the liquid 

side and gas side, volumetric mass transfer coefficient, molecular diffusion of 

gas and liquid, the heat transfer coefficient of liquid and gas side, the overall 
heat transfer coefficient, the mass transfer flux, the gradient ofthe evaporation 

rate ofthe liquid and gas side and the gradient of water and air temperature.
The last part contains three sub-routines, one for calculating the saturated 

pressure and the physical properties of liquid water, the second for estimating 

the physical properties of air, and the third for estimating the physical 
properties of vapor. The mathematical program and symbols used in this 
computer program are given in appendix (1).
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start.

SU B  200  
to calculate the properties 

o f  water and vapor (pL,
CpL K l , Rl , D l , hL ? ast, 

? sata, Pv, kL ) ^؛(CpV, kV, pv,
hFG, hG, Pg, CpG, %g )

SUB. 150 
to calculate the 

properties o f  air
(pa,CPa,ha,ka)

SUB. 100 
to calculate (D B, ء, a, ? D ,ي , G, 

D L, K Ga, KLa, K g, U l , U g, Ti, U , 
Cpmi*, ط )ه  the differential 
equations (dmL/dz, dm ̂؛ /dz, 

dTL/dz , dTa/dZ, dw /dz)

Input Data (L, z , dz, mL, ma,
Tl , Ta, ي)

Calculating (A, ? ,  W , M V)

n=  z/dz

For 1 =ت To n ^ ^ > <

Z =  Z -d Z

For I= 1 To 4

b o r d e r  R ung Kutta m ethod to 
so lve the differential equations

¥ e s

?rint ( > 0 م , Ta,

End

Figure (3.2): Flow ehart ofthe program
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CHAPTER (4) 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

4.1 Introduction

The initial focus ofthe experimental investigation was on the diffusion 

tower. The objectives ofthe experimental investigation are as follows:
a) Fabricate a laboratory scale diffusion column facility.

b) ?rovde sufflcient instrumentation for detailed measurement & control 
of heat and mass transfer andfresh water production and energy 

consumption.
c) Conduct an array of experiments over the range of parameter space 

considered in the analysis, and perform extensive measurements of heat 

and mass transfer coefflcients, pressure drop, and evaporative rate.
d) Compare the experimental results with the analytical results.

e) Develop a dimensionless correlation for the mass transfer coefficient for 
air and water flow through the diffusion column. Make adjustments to 

the analytical model as required.

4.2 Expcrim cntal Facility

In order to validate the model, an experimental diffusion column has 
been fabricated. Figure (*.I) shows a schematic diagram ofthe experimental 

facility. The photograph ofthe layout ofthe experimental facility is shown in 
Figure (4.2). The experimental setup contains the main bubbling column that 

consist of stainless steel, polyvinyl chloride and ? erspex pipes. The bottom of 
the column is plugged with a stainless steel flange. As shown in Figure (4.-) 

the flange contains two controlled temperature electric heaters, two air strainers 
with their nozzles, a K type thermocouple temperature probe, and a makeup 
from water tank compensator supply and blow down tube.
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The heaters are capable of raising the temperature ofthe water coiumn. 
The powers ofthe heaters are controlled by two temperature controllers in the 

control panel.
Dry air is supplied from an air compressor through a 1/2" pipe line to an 

air filter The air flow rate is controlled by varying a dial gauge pressure 

regulator attached to a mass flow meter. The inlet air state is determined by 

temperature and relative humidity. They are measured by a humidity 

temperature sensor with analog voltage output 0-10 volt. The relative humidity 

is measured with duct mounted type. The humidity temperature sensors are 

manufactured and calibrated by Hygrosens Instruments GmbH. Compressed air 
then travels via a non-return valve to the bottom ofthe bubble column through 

a set of spiral nozzles distributed in two air strainers.
The air is forced to the bottom of the bubbling column to mix with 

water. The bubbles travel through the column, heat and mass transfer from the 

liquid to the bubbles resulting in liquid eæporation . The discharged air state is 
determined by temperature and humidity at the top of the column and is 

measured in the same manner as at the inlet.
A long temperature probe is erected axially in the bubbling column to 

measure the temperature distribution ofthe working liquid-air mixture axially 

through column length. The probe is positioned at the column center line with 

2? /-type thermocouples distributed along the whole length ofthe column with 

estimated uncertainty of ±0.+C. A selective switch is used to select any point 
of 2? -/ type thermocouple points, and the measured temperature of the 

corresponding point is displayedn atemperature reader device.

It is worth mentionin̂ ĥat a set of entrainment demisters and embedded 

adjustable temperature heaters are located just before the humidity probe at the 

ي آ  the column to prevent liquid carry over and condensation ofthe humid 

air to obtain the correct humidity ratio measurements.
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Figure (4.1): Schematic diagram ofthe exp erim ental facility.
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Figure (4.2): Photograph of experimental facility

*here 1=bubbling column, 2=heaters, 3=control panel, 4=air filter, 
5=selective switch, 6=water makeup supply, 7=power variac,
8=voltameter, 9=power adaptor, 10=air heater, 11=humidity and 
temperature probe for outlet air, 12=air from compressor,
13=temperature controller, 14=pressure regulator, 15=mass flow meter, 
16=lift bully for compensation tankl eveling.
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Figure (4.3): Photograph of th e water h eaters and air distributors.
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4.3 Description of Individuai Compon ents

4.3.1 Bubbiing coiumn

The bubbling column consists of a Im stainless steel pipe, 4m polyvinyl 
chloride pipe and 0.75m ? erspexpipe, all of O.I5m diameter. The bottom ofthe 

column is plugged with a blind stainless steel flange. This flange contains two 

heaters and three holes, one hole for water supply blow down, one hole for 

compressed air and the last one for thermocouples probe perefration. This 

thermocouple probe iscopper tube threaded witha total length equal to 5m.

4.3.2 Airc ircuit

A -.5 KW compressor is used for supplying air to the test apparatus. The 

maximum pressure of the compressor is II bars. The compressed air is 
introduced to the bottom ofthe bubbling:olumn throughthe following steps. 

First, it passes through the air fllter followed by the dial gauge pressure 
regulator then passing to the mass flow meter, followed by a non return valve, 

andfinally passing t© the distribution nozzles erected on two air strainers.

4.3.3 Heaters

There are two electric resistance heaters mounted at the bottom of the 

column. The flrst heater of I.5 KW and the second heater of I KW (Figure 

(4.-)). The electric power supply to the heaters is controlled with two 

temperature controllers with a 240V output. The feedback temperature to each 

controller is supplied with a type K thermocouple.

4.3.4 T emp erature prob es

A temperature probe is used to measure the axial temperature 

distribution of both the working fluid and vapor together along the entire length 

of the column. The probe is positioned at the column centerline. The central 
probe is made of a copper tube with outer diameter 0.0Im and length 5m.
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T®nty seven thermocouples of the /-type AWG-30 are soldered to the outer 
surface ofthe probe wall as shown in Figures (4.4) and (4.5).

The thermocouples are of/-type nickel-chromium and nickel-aluminum 

alloys (Chromel +/ Alumel -), with wire diameter of 0.25mm and duplex 
insulated Teflon (FEF) with maximum allowable operating temperature of 

2040C. These thermocouples are of water proofed type.

Figure (4.4): Photograph of axiaا inner temperature probe.
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Figur e (4.5): Dim ensions o f axial inn er temp eratur e prob e
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4.3.4.1 The thermocouple calibration

These thermocouples are connected to a 27- points self switching digital 
voltmeter recorder that has a high sensitivity and quick response. The 

thermocouples are calibrated with the calibration circuit as shown in Figure 

(4.6), and the calibration curve of these thermocouples is shown in Figure (4.7).

Figure (4.6): Th ermocouple calibration circuit.
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Figure (4.7): Thermocouple calibration curve.



4.3.5 Temperature controllers
The temperature controller TZ@4S is used to control the operating 

temperature. The power supply is 100-240VAC and the control time is 1-120 sec.
Also, the temperature controller UDC700 is used to control the operating 

temperature. The power supply of >6-264VAC and the power consumption is 
approximately of 4W.

4.3.6 Control circuit
The control circuit is designed to control the whole system as shown in 

Figure (4.8). It consists of:
1. Three temperature controllers TC1, TC2, TC- and temperature reader TR. TC1 
is used to control the temperature of water, TC2 is used to control the temperature 
of thermocouple outlet the cap, and TC- is used to control the temperature of 
thermocouple in cap.
2. Four selective switches SW1, SW4, SW5, and SW6 for supplying power to 
TC1, TR, TC2, and TC-, respectively.
-. A neutral line connected directly to TC1, TC2, TC- and TR.

• TC1 is controlling relays R1 and R2 which will control contactors C1

and C2 which will switch on and off heater H1 and H2, respectively.

• TC2 is controlling R4.

• TC3 and contact R4 will control R3.

• R- will control contactor C3 which will switch on and off the air heater 

(H3) using variac.

• TR is used to record the temperature ofthe 27 / -  type thermocouples 

points distributed along the whole length ofthe column.
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4.3.7 I^et air mass gas flow met er
The air mass flow rate is measured with a mass flow meter of model FMA 

1600 manufactured by ©mega, USA. The flow meter has a response time of 
lOms.The meter mass flow rate is ranged up to 500 liter per minute of air at 250C 
and maximum operating line pressure I25psig. The accuracy and repeatability are 
.scale, respectively اااا'ب scale and ± 0.5% اااا'ب 1% ±

4.3.8 Reاative humidity and temperature probes
The relative humidity and temperature of inlet air are measured by using relative 

humidity and temperature probe Cole-?armer model -700-500. The ranges of relative 

humidity and temperature are 0-I00% and -0-700C, respectively. The accuracy of the 

probe is ± 2% (I0->0% RH) and has a response time of I0 sec. The temperature limit for 

relative humidity (I00%) is from -44 to 700C as shown in figure (4.I).

The relative humidity and temperature of exit air are measured with two duct 

mounted FF-I^©-I0V type. The humidity temperature sensors are manufactured and 

calibrated by Hygrosens Instruments GmbH. The humidity temperature sensor with an 

analog voltage output of 0-I0 volt for 0-I00% relative humidity (RH). The sensor has a 

response time of I0 s. The calibrated humidity measuring range is 50-I00 % (RH) at 

temperature ranging from -20 to 80°C. The accuracy ofthe sensor is ± 2% RH (from 25- 

>0% RH) as shown in figure (4.I). Figure (4.>) illustrates the electronic circuit of this 

probe.
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Figure (4.9): Electronic circuit of th e humidity temp erature probe with 

analog voltage output 0......10 V.

4.3.9 Pressure regulator
The ©mega model PRG-501 pressure regulator, show in figure (4.10), is 

used to control the operating pressure. The ad^stable pressure range is from 2 to 
60 psig at working temperature from -20 to 70 0C. The regulation accuracy is
0.05% and sensitivity of 0.005 psig.
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4.4 Exp erim ental Proc edures:

The adopted experimental procedure is summarized as follows:

1) ©pen water valve to drain line for cleaning purpose.
2) Fill the column to the required level of water.
3) Fill the compensation tank to a level equal to the desired level in the 

bubbling column.
4) ©perate the air compressor.
5) ©perate the air heater (positioned at the top of the column) which is 

connected with temperature controller, which ad^sts the temperature at the 
desired value and records all the readings.

6) Ad^st the pressure by the pressure regulator and control valve.
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7) Connect the electric power to the water heaters, which are connected to the 
temperatur ôntrollers which they are adjusted to certain values and record 
all the readings.

8) Operafc the system till the steady state is reached.
.Record all readings (و
10) Record all the following parameters from the mass flow meter.

• Mass flow rate of air.

• Volume flow rate of air.

• Temperature of air passes through mass flow meter.

• Operating pressure of air passes through mass flow meter.
11) Record the temperature and humidity of the inlet air by the temperature 

and humidity probe located after the mass flow meter.
12) Read the temperature distribution along the column from twenty seven 

thermocouples ofthe K-type.
I-) Read the temperature and humidity of the exit air by the devices fixed 

above the column.
14) Record the reading ofthe thermocouple (inside the cap of RH probe).
15) Record the reading ofthe thermocouple (outside the cap of probe) which 

is connected with the temperature controller ofthe air heater.
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CHAPTER (5) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present study, the objective of the theoretical analysis is to 

determine the effect of operating parameters on the performance of the 

bubbling tower. These parameters include the water/air/vapor temperatures, 
humidity ratio, and the column height.

The effect of different variables such as overall heat transfer coefficient 
(U), gas hold up (£G), diffusivity of gas (DG), interfacial area (a), mass transfer 

coefficient (KG) and diameter of bubble on the humidity ratio was studied. The 

sensitivity study on the results, obtained according to the present mathematical 
model, revealed that there is no effect of some of those variables on the 

humidity ratio. On the other hand, it indicates that mass transfer coefficient, 
interfacial area and diameter of bubble have reasonable effects on the humidity 

ratio. In addition diameter of bubble (DB) was observed experimentally and 

was found to be around 0.01m, therefore the effect of bubble diameter is 
negligible. Consequently the experimental work of the present study focused on 

the effect of mass transfer coefficient (KG) and interfacial area (a) on the 

humidity ratio, meanwhile the bubble diameter is assumed to be constant and 

equal to 0.01m.

The experimental facility has been fabricated and installed to validate 

the model predictions.

5.1 The Semi Empirical Correlation

There are very limited correlations available in the literature for the gas 
side mass transfer coefficient used in calculating the state of the humidity ratio. 

In the present study a modified correlation (Equation 5.1) based on Cho and 

Wakao's correlation (Equation 3.8) is used to calculate the gas-side volumetric 
mass transfer coefficient
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Cho and Wakao (1988) used a constant column height (0.4 m) and the 

temperature (298 K) of liquid throughout their experimental work. Meanwhile, 
in the present work the temperature and the height of the liquid are to be varied 

through the experimental work in addition to the liquid properties. 
Accordingly, in the present work the experiments are carried out at different 

heights of water (from 0.5 up to 3.0 m) and at different temperatures of water 
(from 318 up to 348 K) in the column. Equation (5.1) is obtained from the 

results of the current experimental work using the least square method. The 

form of the proposed correlation is chosen using Cho's form with introducing 

some corrections as the column to diameter length (HC/DC) and the liquid to 

air temperature (TL/Ta) to fulfill the operating condition of the present work. 
The humidity ratios are calculated before and after modification of Cho's 

correlation and are compared with the experimental measurements. A good 

agreement is obtained when the modified correlation is used.

ك2-ه°ت 4س 1 ك1 س - ه م
K g a = 1188.51 76■م ب  D °g5

HC
DC

Tl

V Ta ر
(5.1)

5.2 Humidity Variation in The Bubbling Column
The experiments are carried out in a bubbling column with inside 

diameter 0.15m. The inlet air mass flow rate is 0.082 kg/s and the water mass 
flow rate is varied from 0.005 kg/s up to 0.031 kg/s. The inlet air temperature is 
varied from 18°C to 25°C meanwhile the liquid temperature is varied from 45°C 

to75 C, and the height of water in column is varied from 0.5m to 3m. The 

experiments are repeated to veri^ the repeatability of the results. Figures (5.1

5.7) illustrate the relationship between humidity ratio and the height of water in 

column, where the solid lines represent the theoretical curve; broken lines 

represent the saturation curve and the experimental values are represented by 

symbols.
The measured exit humidity ratio is compared with those predicted by 

the model as shown in Figure (5.1-5.7). The humidity ratio increases with 

increasing height of water in column. All the measured and predicted humidity
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ratio values are less than the corresponding saturation values. It is noticed from 

these figures that as the column operating temperature increase, the difference 

between the experimental results and the corresponding saturation humidity 

ratios decreases. Good agreement between the experimental and model values 
was obtained except for the height of water in column above 2m. This may be 

attributed to the carryover of water with the air bubbles. This behavior 

increases with the increase of the column temperature owing to the increased 

water vapor libration with the increase of the column temperature. It is clear 

that, above 65 0C and 2.5 m height of column, the carry over cause's error of 
the sensor reading resulting in values above saturation humidity ratio. The 

measurements of the experiment at the operating temperature of the column at 
75 0C and a level above 0.75m level do not match with the RH meter due to the 

higher speed of vapor at the interface causing it have enough inertia which 

could carry with it small droplets of water. This experienced by the bubbles 

which are very close to the interface. At the same time humid air heating due to 
the limitation in RH electronic circuit which is limited with 80 C maximum 

operating temperature.

It is worth mentioning that beyond the PVC part of the column and 

before the exit of the Perspex part, demister of aluminum meshes are inserted 

in the outlet air path to eliminate the carry over of water in the bubbling 
column. Meanwhile, an air heater is fixed between two layers of aluminum 

meshes to heat the exit humid air, to bring its state below the saturation state, to 

make RH meter measurements below saturation state, and to decrease the 

condensation of water vapor.
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Height of water in column,HC, m

Figure (5.1): Humidity ratio pro^le through the bubble column at 
different column heights and operating temperature 
of 45°C.

Height of water in column,HC, m.

Figure (5.2): Humidity ratio pro^le through the bubble column at 
different column heights and operating temperature of 
50°C.
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Figure (5.3): Humidity ratio profile through the bubble
column a different column heights and operating 
temperature of 55°C.

Height of water in column,HC, m.

Figure (5.4): Humidity ratio profile through the bubble column a 
different column heights and operating temperature of 
60°C.
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Height of water in column,HC, m.

Figure (5.5): Humidity ratio pro^le through the bubble column at 
different column heights and operating temperature of 
65°C.

Height of water in column,HC, m.

Figure (5.6): Humidity ratio pro^le through the bubble column at 
different column heights and operating temperatures 
of 70°C.
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Figure (5.7): Humidity ratio pro^le through the bubble column at 
different column heights and operating temperature of 
75°C.
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5.3 Axial Temperature Distribution along the Entire Length 

of the Column
The temperature distribution along the column is measured by a probe 

that contains 27 K-Junction Teflon sheathed thermocouple. The vertical 
distances between subsequent thermocouples are selected for the flrst 1/2 meter 

zone of the column to be close to each other to detect the temperature rapid 

variations due to the bubbles at the entrance and the heating zone. Meanwhile 

the apparent subsequent distances are elongated in the vertical axial direction 

where the temperatures are expected to be constant as indicated in section 

4.3.4.

Figure (5.8) illustrates the temperature proflle through bubbling 

column at different operating temperatures (45-75 C) and column height of 

water of 3m. From Figure (5.8) it is clear that, the axial temperature 
distribution is almost constant along the entire height of the column (3m), 

meanwhile at column height ranging from 0.0m to 0.2m, the measured 

temperatures are slightly increased with respect to the entry heating length (of 

the heaters) and the effect of the entry air (from almost 25 C and the column 

operating temperature). In spite of the temperature of the inlet air ranged from 

18-25°C, the axial temperature are almost constant. This may be attributed to 

strong turbulent flow which strongly increases the heat transfer coefficient 
inside the column via inlet bubbling air. Also, surface area of the bubbles 

increase with decreasing pressure through the column, and it is well known that 
any increase of surface area of bubbles lead to an increase of the heat transfer 

process.
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5.4 A Comparison between the Experimental Results, and

the Prediction Correlation of Previous Work

Figure (5.9) depicts the relationship between the humidity ratio and the 

operating height of the liquid in the bubbling column at 60 0C, meanwhile Figure 

ه5.1) ) depicts the same relationship at 650C. These Figures illustrate the 

comparison between the experimental results of the recent work and the results of 

the previous works (in gaseous-phase mass transfer). Meanwhile, Table(5.1) 

reviews the experimental conditions of the different previous works under study. 

In the present work the column height to diameter ratio is ranged from 3.33 to 20. 

Meanwhile the rest of the previous correlations are of fixed HC/DC which differs 

from 1.7 to 3.6. Cho and Wakao's correlation (Equation 2.13) for the gas-side 

volumetric mass transfer coefficient was used to calculate humidity ratio using the 

present work program, to extrapolate the humidity ratio values along the column 

length. Also the same manner is used for Chowdhury et al., (  by introducing (ل982

the values of (KG a) of the previous works in the recent program to obtain the 

humidity ratio. From Figure (5.9) it is clear that, the humidity ratio values increase 

with increasing height of water in column, and the calculated humidity ratio values 

are less than the corresponding experimental values. On the other hand in the 

present work a good agreement between the correlated and experimental humidity 

ratio value is obtained. In addition to humidity ratio (w) values slightly increase 

with increasing height of water in column over ل ١٦٦  height.

The calculated humidity ratio values based on Onda's correlation which 

deals with packed beds for comparison purpose onلy (Equation 2.16) are almost 

equal to the humidity ratio values corresponding to the saturation state for the 

different height of water column.

K g = 5.23 ReG] (adB)-2 a DG (2.16)
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The calculated humidity ratio values based on Chowdhury et al correlation 

(Equation 2.14) (Chowdhury et al., 1982) increase with increasing height of water 

in the column, and the calculated humidity ratio values are in between the 

experimental humidity ratio values and the calculated humidity ratio values based 

on Cho's correlation.

K og a = 1.65* G - 190.0 (2.14)

KGa of values (4.333, 22.5, and 25 S-1 at 600C and 6.11, 35.00, and 37.10 S-

1 at 650C reported by Furukawa, Kawasaki and Hayakawa (1972), and Asano, 

respectively) at mass flow rate equal to 87.3 (kg mole/m2.hr) are used to calculate 

the humidity ratio. The calculated humidity ratio value based on KG.a value 

reported by Furukawa is less than the corresponding experimental value. On the 

other hand, the calculated humidity ratio values (0.123364 and 0.1275585 at 600C 

and 0.1805018 and 0.1828012 at 650C based on KGa values reported by Kawasaki 

and Hayakawa (1972), and Asano, respectively) are almost equal to the 

corresponding experimental values.

Generally, humidity ratio values based on correlations of Cho and Wakao 

(1988), Chowdhury et al. (1982), and Furukawa are under predicting humidity 

value. Meanwhile humidity ratio values based on correlations of Kawasakai and 

Hayakawa (1972); and Asano are in agreement with the present experimental 

work. In addition to the correlated humidity ratio values in the present work based 

on the modified Cho and Wakao's correlation are in good agreement with the 

experimental results

It is clear from Figures (5.9) and (5.10) that the humidity ratio values of the 

present work are considered to be constant at the liquid height in the column 

ranging from 1 to 1.25m with an error of 8.33% and 5.81% from that of 3m level 

of the liquid in the column at 60 and 65 0C, respectively, therefore the error 

decreases as the operating temperatures increases. It is obviously noticed from
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Figures (5.9) and (5.10) that as the column operating temperature increases the 

correlated experimental humidity ratio gets closer to the corresponding saturation 

humidity ratio. In this manner the humidity ratio is expected to be close to the 

saturation humidity ratio at higher operating temperatures. This may be attributed 

to the increase of the liberated vapor as the operating temperature increases which 

results in lowering the associated heat loss in the process.

From the emission of radioactive nuclides point of view, a condensed study 

on the analysis of the wastewater radioactive nuclides has been carried out by 

Karameldin (2005). Moreover the most probable future radioactive nuclides that 

may accidentally occur was also studied. In addition, this study handled the 

classified isotopes concerning the melting and boiling temperatures, of a number 
of existing isotopes, and their minimum and maximum half-life, the number of 

their chemical compounds and the lowest temperature at which the compounds 

decompose. Moreover, a list of the radioactive nuclides of ETTR-1 and ETRR-2, 

which may release, and their analysis (Lide and Frederkse, 1994) are reported. 

Finally, he reported that, the optimal evaporating temperature is round 75 0C based 

on the analysis of the evaporation of waste stream in the SDTs.
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Tabfe (5.1): Experimentaf con، itions of the present work and the different previous works.

NO . A n tho r G as L iqu id H C , m D C , m T , 0C C orre la tion

1.
Cho and Wakao 

(1988) Nitrogen

aqueous solutions of 
(CCL4,C6H6,CHCL3, 

CH;CLCH;CL,CHCL; - 
H^CL)

0.4m 0.11m 25 K G a = 2.6*103 d G 5 uGG16
2.

Present work Air water 0.5 -  3m 0.15m 45 -75 C K Ga =1188.51 u°G16 D°g
h c :
DC

2■0وو 2^ Tل 0لك .4 6- T د
V Ta ر

3. Onda
(1968) CO2

Aqueous solutions of 
NaoH 0.3m 0.12m 30 °C

K g = 5.23 R e GA SCG 333 (adB y 2 a D g

G = m a /  AR e GA = — , SC G ي  
إ ا ها '•■ D g  P g

4.
Chowdhury et 

al.(1982) acetone-air water 4m
K O G a =1.65*G -190.0
G  = ma / A

5.
Furukawa # 

(1968 )
NH3 -Air water 0.3m Unique point cited from Furukawa plot (KG a = 6.11 S-1 )

Kawasakai and 
Hayakawa (1972) CCL4 -C2 HCL Water 0.1m 0.06m 53°C-83°^

Unique point cited from Kawasaki and Hayakawa (1972) ,plot. 
( KG  a = 35 S- 1  )

7.
Asano # 
(1966 ) ^ 3 -air water 0.1m 0.06m k g — = 1.0 S C

d AB

UO D Op G

M g

0.75

V D o ر
Unique point cited from Asano plot.(KG  a = 37.1 S- 1  )

# Cited from Kawasaki and Hayakawa, (1972).



CHAPTER (6) 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORKS

6.1 Summary
The aim of this study is to focus on the attainment and assessment of a 

mathematicai modei based on the principies of the previousiy innovated 

method (Karameidin, 2005) for the radioactive waste water-stream 

management. An experimentai set up is constructed to vaiidate the theoreticai 
model

Chapter one presents an introduction to the commerciaiiy avaiiabie 

treatment technoiogies for radioactive wastewater, with their advantages and 

disadvantages.

Chapter two presents a iiterature review on the experimentai and 

theoreticai investigations carried out on the hydrodynamics, bubbie dynamics 
and mass transfer characteristics, in addition to the conciuded remarks of 

previous works.

Chapter three presents the theoreticai modei description, the 

assumptions and iimitations used in the modei, the reievant equations for each 

section and subsection of the whoie process. In addition, the various empiricai 
correiations used in the modei caicuiations, the soiution procedure and program 

description are presented, and flnaiiy a fiow chart of the mathematicai program 

is iiiustrated.

Chapter four describes the experimentai set up used, with the detaiis of 

each component of the bubbiing coiumn. The utiiized experimentai procedures 
are presented.
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Chapter five presents and discusses the predicted humidity ratio resuits 
of the theoreticai modei, and those obtained from the experimentai 
measurements. A comparison between the theoreticai and experimentai resuits 

is discussed, in addition to the previous correiations utiiized in the experimentai 
study of the operating parameters in the voiume reduction process. A 

comparison between recent and the previous resuits is presented, in addition to 
the feasibiiity of the current volume reduction process

Chapter six inciudes a summary and the conciusion, in addition to the 

recommendations for future work.

6.2 Conclusion
A Semi empiricai correiation is obtained together with design curves of 

the bubbiing coiumn by modi^ing Cho and Wakao's correiation equation (3.8) 

to fuifiii the operating conditions by introducing of variabie coiumn height with 

constant coiumn diameter and varying iiquid to air temperatures. A good 

agreement between the measured and predicted humidity ratio is noticed.

The present work can be utiiized for different appiications such as 
bubbling column, humidification-dehumidification, and desalination processes.

6.3 Recommendation
From the above conciusions, recommendations for future work inciude 

the foiiowing:

1. Study the effect of packed beds on the performance of bubbiing coiumn.
2. Study the effect of different fiow rate of iniet air and different gas 

carriers on the performance of bubbiing coiumns.
3. Study the effect of using different coiumn heights and diameters.

4. Study the voiume reduction process of radioactive wastewater in speciai 
drainage tanks SDTs instead of tap water by using the current bubbiing 
coiumn.
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5. Developing the semi empirical correiation of the present work to include 

the effect of backed bed on the performance of the bubbling column.
6. Carry out an economical comparison study between the present work 

and other methods for treating radioactive wastewater.
7. Using a condensation column for completing the humidiflcation- 

dehumidiflcation desalination process, performance.
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Appendix {1} 

Q Basic program

REM **RUNG-KUTTA Program for Solving Equations oE Bubbling COLUMNT**

DIM TL (5100), TA (100), MEL (100), M E , (100), — (100)
DIM EUN (25), Y0 (100), Y (100), k (25, 25)

INPUT "Z=";Z 
INPUT "EAY=";EAY 
INPUT "TA=";TA 
INPUT "TL="; TL

L = Z: dZ = .001: DM = .15 
LHT = .2/dZ :LT = Z /dZ:
AC = (: 1¿ 15 ^ * D M < ? )/;

EO RJ=1TO  LT 
TL (j) = TL + 27:
NE@TJ

082.= س  : MEL = .04

TA = TA + 27:: TL0 = TL + 27:
TAI = TA: TLI = TL + 27:

T = TA: GOSUB 250: PSATA = PLVSAT 
T = TL0: GOSUB 150

P = 10: + (9.81 * .001 * Z * DINL * (1 -  EG))

— = (.622 * EAY * PSATA) / (P - (EAY * PSATA)): 'PRINT "—="; —: END 
M E ,=  — *MEA

Z = Z -dZ

EOR j  = 1 TO LT

Y (1) = MEL: Y (2) = ME,: Y (:) = TL (j): Y (4) = TA: Y (5) = —

Y0 (1) = MEL: Y0 (2) = ME,: Y0 (:) = TL (j): Y0 (4) = TA: Y0 (5) = —

LOR I = 1 TO ٩ 
GOSUB 100 
k (1,I) = dZ*EUN(I)
Y (I) = Y0 (I) + (.5 * k (1, I))

GOSUB 100
k(2, I) = dZ * EUN(I(
Y (I) = Y0 (I) + (.5 * k (2, I))

GOSUB 100 
k (: ,I )  = dZ*EUN(I)
Y (I) = Y0 (I) + k (:, I)
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GGSUB l00 
k (4 ,I) = dZ*FUN(I)

Y (I) = Y0(I) + ( ( l / 6 ) * ( k ( l , I )  + (2 * k (2 , I)) + (2 * k (3 ,I ))  + k(4 (((هه1 , 
NEXT I

MFL = Y(l): MFV = Y(2): TL(J) = Y(3): TA = Y(4): — = Y(5)

F G R ^ = lT G L ^ T  
TL سم ) = TL + 273 
NEXT ٧٧
PRINT "Z="; Z; " TL ("; j; ")= TL(J); "TA="; TA,
PRINT "FAY="; FAY, "—="; —, "KGa="; KGa, "TRl="; TRl, "a="; a

NEXT j 

EN%

l00 ******SUBRGUTEN TG T^E EGUATIGNS AN% FUNGTIGNS*******

MFL = Y(l): MFV = Y(2): TL(J) = Y(3): TA = Y(4): — = Y(5)

T = TL (j): GGSUB 250: PSATL = PLVSAT: GGSUB l50 
T = TA: GGSUB 250: PSATA = PLVSAT: GGSUB 200

UVEL = 23

EG = (296 * (UVEL ٨ .44) * (DINL ٨ -.98) * (SRTL ٨ -.l6) * (DING ٨ .l9)) + .009

a = 6 * E G /(D B * ( l-E G ))

P = l0 3 +  (9.8l * .00l * Z * %INL * (l -EG ))

FAY = — * P / ((.622 + —)*  PSATA)
DG = (.926 /P) * ((TA ٨ 2.5) / (TA + 245)) * l0 ٨ -6 
DL = (TL (j) / 298) * 2.l6  * l0 ٨ (-9)

TRl = TL(J)/TAI
KGa = ll8 8 .5 l * (UVEL ٨ .76) * (DG ٨ .5) * ((L /DM ) ٨ -.46 ll) * (TRl ٨ 22.033)

KLa = .467 * (UVEL ٨ .82) 
KG = K G a /a  
KL = K La /a

UL = KL * (DINL * GPL * KCGNL / DL) ٨ .5
UG = KG * ((DING * GPG) ٨ (l / 3)) * ((KGGNG / DG) ٨ (2 / 3))
TI = (TL(J) + ((UG / UL) * TA)) / (l + (UG / UL))
U = UL * UG / (UL + UG)

MFT = MFA + MFV
GPMIX = ((GPA * MEA) + (GPV * MFV)) / MFT 

T = TI: GGSUB 250: PSATI = PLVSAT 

M V = l 8 : R = 8 . 3 l 4 4
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j— = KG * M ,  * ((PSATL / TL (j)) - (— * P / ((.622 + —) * TA))) / R

101 I GOTO = س
102 IE I = 2 GOTO 

:10 IE I = :  GOTO
104 IE I = 4 GOTO
105 IE I = 5 GOTO

EUN(1)= -j— * A C * a ١٠١ 
106 GOTO 

EUN(2) = j— * AC * a ١٠٢ 
106 GOTO

EUN(:) = ((.99 * (EUN(1) * (2 * HL + HEG))) - (U * AC * a * (TL(j) - TA)))/(MEL *CPL)١ ٠ ؟
106 GOTO 

T = TL(j): GOSUB 20 0: HGTL = HG ١٠ ٤ 
T = TA: GOSUB 200: HGTA = HG 
EUN (4) = ((EUN (2) * (HGTL - HGTA)) + (U * AC * a * (TL (j) - TA))) / (CPMIX *MET)

106 GOTO 
EUN(5) = E U N (2 ) /^ A ١٠٥

RETURN ١٠٦
150 ******'SUBROUTEN t o  THE LIQUID— ATER PROPERTIES**********

2 ٨ DINL = 870.229 + 1.19791912# * T - .002579712:# * T 
2 ٨ 6) * T- ٨ CPL = 5.01669 - .0054748:2# * T + (8.94:115708000001# * 10

6- ٨ 10 * (2 ٨ KCONL = (-47.0 66:77.98# + 5.492815126# * T - .006809954751# * T

SRTL = .12581:1905# - .0001779282# * T 
(9)- ٨ 10 * 2.16 * (298 / (DL = (TL (j 

:(27 - HL = CPL * (T 
RETURN

H00 '******SUBROUTEN TO THE AIR PROPERTIES**********

DINA = :.186:6222# - .009552298:# * T + .000009511204482# * T ٨ 2 
CPA = .9857059 + .000067:5294118# * T

KCONA = (:. 8:8428571# + .07479285714# * T) * 10 ٨ -6 
,IS A  = (5.074558824# + .04472:52941# * T) * 10 ٨ -6 
HA = -2.4:0746445# + 1.0087755924# * T

'******SUBROUTEN TO THE ,APOR PROPERTIES**********

C P , = :.5749692:1# - .01158571429# * T + .00001978021978# * T ٨ 2

K CO N, = (4.:90758242# + .01564285714# * T + .000104:95604# * T ٨ 2) * 10 ٨ -6 
D IN ,=  -:0.25: 2049# + .29852295# * T - 0009877601:4# * T * T + .000001096957768# * TA: 
, I S , =  (-1.141:6667# + .0:515 * T) * 10 ٨ -6

HEG = :196.910857# - 2.517428571# * T 
HG = 20: 7.1774:#  + 1.717285714# * T

DING = (— / (1 + —)) * D IN , + (1 / (1 + —)) * DINA 
CPG = (— / (1 + —)) * C P , + (1 / (1 + —)) * CPA 
KCONG = (— / (1 + —)) * K CO N, + (1 / (1 + —)) * KCONA
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VISG = (— / (l + —)) * VISV + (l / (l + —)) * VISA 

RETURN

250 '******SATURATED PRESSURE **********
PLVSAT = -6091.500052# + 59.6656l326# * T - .l957573259# * T ٨ 2 + .0002l529546# * T ٨ 3

RETURN
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Appendix {2} 

Error analysis

1. Instruments
1.1 Mass gas flow meter ±l% full scale of air.
1.2 Pressure regulator ± 0.05%.
l.3Temperature controller ± 0.3% based on F.S or 30G Max..

1.4 Humidity temperature sensor for outlet air:
l.4.lHumidity sensor ± 2%Rh (factory calibrated),measuring range 50- 

l00%rH,therefor an air beater is used to elevate the air temperature above the 

saturation limit and below the saturation line of the relative humidity on the 

psychometric chart in order to measure the correct humidity. 
l.4.2 Temperature sensor ± 0.3K.

1.5 Humidity and temperature probe cole-parmer model 3700-500 for inlet air 

±2%

2. HC (height of water in column) ± 1mm.

3. Equation (5.l) was correlated using least square method
,22.033

Kg a = ll8 8 .5 l 76م ب  D °g5

StdError:3.56%

HC  
V  DC ر

I I
V Ta ر

(5.l)

Least Square Method
In this section we outline a statiscal technique for fltting a straight line to 

y versus x data. You should be ware, however, that in doing so we are barely 

scratching the surface of the field of statiscale analysis; we will not discuss 
techniques for fltting function of several variables, for determining
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quantitatively the uncertainties associated with fit, and for comparing 

alternative functions used to fit a given data set.
Suppose measure y at four values of x, plot the data on a graph of y versus x, 

and draw a line through the data points.
Ifthe line draw y = ax+ b, then at an abscissa point x؛ (i =l, 2, 3, or 4) the 

measured value of y is yi, and the corresponding value of y on the line is a ax¡ 

+b. The vertical distance di from the i th data point to the line (called the i th 

residual) is therefore

di =yi -  (axi +b), i = l,2,3,4
Ifdi is positive then the ith data point must be above the line, if di is negative 

the point is below the line, and if di equals zero the line passes through the 

point. A line is said to fit the data well if the values of most ofthe residuals are 

close to zero.
The most common method is the method of least squares, which determine the 

best £ts a set ofdak.

٠  D a t a  p o i n t  

——  -  L i n e  d r a w n  t  ١٦٢ OUI g  hi th،<B d a t a
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Suppose there are n plotted points (x1,y1),(x2,y2),.... . .(xn,yn), so that a line 

y=ax+b drawn through the points yields a set of n residuals d1,d2, ..... .,dn.

The best line through the data is the one that minimize the sum ofthe squares 
ofthe
residuals. The task is therefore to flnd the value of a and b that minimize.

ه(بم  b) = ٤ d 2 = ٤ ( y - a x - b )2 (E 1)
ء=1 ء=1

—e can obtain expressions for the best value of a and b of known quantities by 

differentiating the equation (E.1) with respect to both a and b, setting the 

derivatives equal to zero, and solving the resulting algebraic equations for a and 

b The results of these calculations are as follows. If we define

s , =  -  ٤ X, Sxx = نجغل
n ,=1 n ،=1

Then

1. Best line: y=ax+b

In te rce p t :

S xx ( S X )

XX ملد xy X

2 Best line through the origin: y=ax

s ¡ o p  : s xx~ = ٤٤ x,2 , (The intercept equals (0.0.)

Once determine a and b, you should plot the line y=ax+b on the same graph as 
the data to get an idea ©f h©w g©©d the fit is.

a, b, c, constants of modifled equation (5.1) were determined using Data Fit
program which based on least square method.
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a = 0.l906022l97290l 

b = -0.46l0960833063l 
c = 22.0329l20905086

l0 2



للرسالة العربي الملخص

ظم في كبيرا اهتماما نالت قد السائلة المشعة المخلفات معالجة ان ث وهذا الدول مع  البح

ريئة ط ل مبتكرة "ا ي ال جة ف ت معال شعة النفايا م ة ال سائل ق "ال عل م يت خدا ست ة با قني ل ت زا خت جم ا ح  ال

سطة ء المتبادل والترطيب التسخين بوا ضغوط للهوا خل الم ث يتناول . الملوث الماء خالل الدا  البح

ضي نموذج عمل الحالي ختزال عملية ،لوصف ريا ت الحجم ا ض المشعة السائلة للمخلفا ن بغر عيي  ت

طاقة الكتلة بقاء لمبدأ فطبقا :يلى كما التشغيل لعملية ،الظروف وأفضل أحسن صول تم وال ي الح  ط

ن مجموعة ت م ال ضلية المعاد حظية التفا ي الل ف الت ص ال ت ن ك ع م شب ء ت طوبة الهوا ر جة ،بال ر  د

رة ر و الماء و الهواء من لكل الحرا خل الكتلة انتشا ت دا خدام تم ثم ومن الهوائية الفقاعا ست  أزواج ا

ضلية المعادالت من الولي الدرجة من التفا  المنتشرفي الماء و النسبية الرطوبة من كال تعيين في ا

رة درجة و الهواء تيار ت توزيع و الماء حرا رة درجا ء الحرا ي العمود خالل الرطب للهوا  المحتو

ر الماء علي ضغوط الهواء وتيا ألزواج وهذه . الم ن ا ت م ال ضلية المعاد م التفا ها ت نيا حل طريئة ا  ب

خدام عدديه ست رنامج با ب ب س حا ي لل ألل خدام ا ست ة با ري ج ط ه - رون وت ن (Runge-Kutta) ك  م

رابعة.النتائج الدرجة صلنا التي ال ة متغيرات أن أثبتت الحالي الرياضي للنموذج طبقا عليها ح حال  ال

ت عا ل الهوائية للفقا ل مث ل معام كتلا انتقا ي ةل ز ف غا حة (Kg) ال سا ة والم ر (a) البيني ؤث را ت  تأثي

ت عند (w) الرطوبة نسبة علي ملحوظا ء فقاعة قطر ثبا مة عند الهوا ك .م 0.01 قي ذل م ل ؤ ت  التنب

ك سلو ت ب متغيرا مل أو ال ي العوا ر الت ؤث ي ت ة ف ت حال عا ع الهوائية الفقا ل م ك العمود طو  وكذل

ت علي الحصول تم كما .المتغيرات هذه قيم تعظيم صميم منحنيا ة الت عملي ختزال ل جم ا ت ح  المخلفا

ف عند تقيمها وكذلك السائلة ما .المختلفة التشغيل ظرو م ك شيد ت ج ت ي نموذ جريب ض ت كيد بغر  تا

رنة عمل تم كما .المقترح الرياضي النموذج صحة ضي النموذج نتائج بين عامة مقا ريا  المقترح ال

جريبية النتائج مع ي الت صلنا الت ه ح ك اعلي ج وكذل ت نتائ سا سابقة الدرا ت .ال جة وكان رنة نتي مقا  ال

ق ف وا ج ت جريبية التئائ ي الت لت نا ا صل ها ح ع علي ج م ي التئائ لت م ا صول ت ح ها ال ن علي ج م  النموذ

ضي ريا فقا ال وا د ت ما .ا جي م ك صول ت ي الح ت ط حنيا من صميمية ال خير ،لوصف الت ي التب حجم  ال

ط الهواء وفقاقيع الماء على المحتوى للعمود ضغو ال .الم ض صول عن ف ى الح ة عل دل جريبية معا  ت

صف ل معامل لو النتقا ق عن الكلى الكتلي ا ل طري عدي القة ت و ع كو و ش ك وا ل وذل خا د ل بإ ن ك  م

ة سب ع ن رتفا ل ا مائ ل ي ا عمود ف ي ال ل ره ا ط جة ق ر ه ود رت را ي ح ل جة ا ر رة د را ل ح خو ء د هوا  ال

ضغوط :التالية المعادلة فى كما الم

f  HC ٣ ٠ !! f  T ٦ 22'033
L (5.1)Kg a = 1188.51 7 6 م■ ب  D °g5
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